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- · Meets Co,:nmunity: 
___ w-01·1e 
by Cathy Doyle 
Prowls· Campus 
the College, he pleaded ignor-
ance and declined to reply to 
others. ·· 
The topics discussed inclu-
ded the financial situation, the 
relation of professional schools 
and H&S, faculty deve!opment, 
and foreign study programs. 
Positive O ccurrances 
. . 
professional schools is an asset 
and should be utilized in seeking 
funds. 
Dr. Wolfe stressed the r3.ct 
the I.C. is sellable, but the 
generous public must have ·'ac:-
tive confidence" in its luture~ 
The purpose and direction of I.C. 
Dr. Gregory Wolfe,_ the 
third presidential candidate was 
on· _campus this weels. In the 
relaxed atmosphere '~fthe cross-
roads, Dr. Wolfe spoke with 
students and - faculty Tuesday 
afternoon. Many of those 
present commented on his self-
confidence and easy-going man-
ner, somewhat similar to that of 
a politician. Almost every 
question caused a smile and a 
pause as Dr. Wolfe momentarily 
contemplated his rebtittle. _Some 
.<iuestions he answere~ frankly, 
yet _recognizing" his ,..Jack of 
knowledge about some areas of 
During the discussion about 
IC's financial aspects Dr. Wolfe 
said he thought there was too 
much dependence on student 
tuition. He felt it is important to 
expand endowments. .The qual-
ity programs existing · in. the 
must be defined to educate the 
public to the type of students, 
faculty, and opportunities that 
exist here at I.C. Such an 
endeavor would require a com-
mittment from the community as 
well as the Board of Trustees1 
They must be willing to justify 
,·u11ti11ued 011 paxe 8 
Dr. Gregory Wolfe, Ithaca College's 
third Presidential Candidate 
/ 
_Facult)· ·Take~ .. 4dua11tage; 
<Jj. Tra-t}P/ ·Allot111e,~ ts. 
~Be~yLewis 
To fnsure that Ithaca CQJ-
ll•ge keep iri touch with the 
newest. dl~vl:)opmen\s in, ~heir 
.. :_ :respe1:t1ve · fields; . (here 1s a 
hudiet which allows the faculty 
to attend C"onferences subscribe 
to professional journals and/or 
join a professional society .. 
Each faculty member is 
l'ligihlt• for ·up to $_125.00 per 
school year to help meet the cost _ 
of - heing well informed. The 
monev ran ·be '·used to do one or 
all of-the afore mentioned things, 
as long as their cost does . not 
l'xc·eed thl' $125.00 limit. 
-EuC"h 'allowance has to ap-
provl·d by the department chair-
n1;1n and then the dean of each 
sehool. Allowan·ces may exceed 
i hl· limit under certain conditions 
tif a proiessor presents a _paper 
at ~- ,·(Inference he attends)~ 
· Essential Part 
Geqrge Clarkson 
"$125 is not sufficient to cover th.e 
cost of attendin~ a· conference any Provost Frank Darrow says 
that the -grants are "one of the great distance ·away-." 
most essential parts of the keeping informed. The' amount 
budget (and one· of the most will more than cover the cost of a 
important ways) to. promote 
professionar excellence." The subscription lY a - professional 
- -journal and membership- fees to a 
gtantc;, he ~ay.s, promote a · ' professiQnal society, but what's.. 
higher quality of-education. left \\'.ill rarely cover the cost of 
Each grant, he stated, is · 
supposed to pay oply a partial atll•ndinJ{ a major conference. 
amount of the total cost. Darrow- _· F.ur.ther Ed uc.!!tion 
noted. ''any professor shoul~ Humanities and Sciences 
_taki.>'a ·pgrtion of·his o'wn income dean Ted Baker-- stated· that 
l"\\0itti which) to.better himself'. atte~ding conferences is a iery 
· · 1r there is a major confer--. important way for professors to 
1,•nce in California, for. example, further their education. The 
. afi· .professors of a departme11( conferences give professors a 
·may get.-together: and p90f their . chance to meet others in their 
grant's to ,send, one· or ·two at a ow.!'1 profession . from different. 
reason~ble cost to represent that . ins_titution, exchange new ·c~n-
-department.:-' - Many 'professors · c~pts in -teachi~g; and pick up 
· -present.· papers and therefore .. ·other useful inforni~tjon that can· 
~ould r_eceive full [unding._. . - - be of .value to ·academic self-im- . 
:. :-_- ·~Very' Important'.•·_ provem.en~ and ultimately to b1s 
. ' -· ,:_ _ . ._,.. ,· .. ·- - students'·ed~cation. .· . 
- . Should deans· .receive full · . ·· Raker'·al~o $tated .that,';as a 
funding._ to :attend-· pro~ssio~al _ symbol(c: ·gesture,_ I agree _with_ 
.conferences· ·while" -professo~, · the Jactdty''• . (tliat)' "$125.00' is 
don "t? :::DufOw :co~m,nt.~«Ht-.is _-. · .. · ·. ' . ofteri-. insufficienC:to .. coYer · all 
')ecy; im_m,r.tant" (to>,ccmtm~eJhe; . . . . . .. .::-exp~nses of.., attending'_. a major 
rqJ:~,sfonaf-711.'.t!'{are~- Qf , .. . . :, .. - . C!onfer1t~ce:· .-~:'_·.- 0 ·, •• · •• . • -
.,, ~ , .. •,,:ji::,,_:,:··,;c:' -·? . :: • .-_ _::-;.:. . ,, .. __ · ,,. . , -~~istalit _proJes~or ~!-Pb.il-
_.;J;-.;i.~_1~teh'J1,~f,~~;-fi~d ·. : . : .osoph)' George, Clarkson 1s on~ 
. :-~~~.~Ji.ijQr:~~~<-·-::'·-,_· __ ,_ · . . Ci~~tbJl(ed;~n pag,:;9·-_ : 
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,Hope To Ease Hunger_ 
I.·C. Stud en ts to Fast 
by Mark Engstrom 
Hunger is a problem that 
has been talked about for a 
considerable amount of time. 
Unfortunatery though. the world 
food shortage is a problem that 
will require a lot more than talk 
to solve. 
If you have any desire at all 
to help the situation, members of 
the Coalition on World Hunger 
would like you to attend an 
organizational meeting today, 
Thursday·evening. The meeting 
will takr place in the main lobby 
of Landon Hall (Dorm 6) at 6:00. 
Its purpose will he, according to 
a Coalition spokesperson, "to 
make thtl Ithaca College student 
aware of his or her eating habits, 
which indirectly contribute ,!o 
the situation of world hunger." · 
Of equal importance to the group 
is the raising of funds in an effort 
to. help the current food situa-
tion. 
A primary concern of the 
group is the organization of a 
campus-wide fast. _Various ad-
ministrators have shown opti-
mism to proposals that if enough 
people were to participate in the 
Candidates for the presi-
denl·y of Ithaca College will be on 
campus at various times the next 
·thrt•e weeks . to meet with 
students, staff, faculty and ad-
ministrators. 
The candidates are holding 
informal discussion, question--
and-answer periods on Tuesdays 
and Fridays from 2:00 to 3:30 in 
th1: Union Crossroads and Buffer 
Lounge. 
Tuesday, Febrµary 18, Mr. 
Hushang Bahar \viii ~ddress all 
those interested. Dr. Harold See 
will he there next Friday, 
February 21 and Dr. Robert 
· Johns visits us on' Tuesday, 
februw:y 25. All meetings start 
at 2:00. '. 
. Each candidate's resume -
wilf be printed in IntraCollege. 
··The· :presidential Search _Com-
mittee ui:ges everyone to·attend, 
-listen,-question, ·and most impor-
·.t:ant, to· ,fill -out the candidate 
evaluaiio~ forms prov id~ at the 
:d~r andJrf IntraCollege'.. 
...... ' . . 
fast, money could be saved by 
SAGA whi1·h could he forwarded 
to world relief organizations. 
For the past two weeks a 
numher of people have already 
begun to fast. Meeting in the 
basement of Rowland Hall on 
Tuesday evenings to discuss the 
valul' of fasting, they have 
confined their day's diets for 
Tut>sdays to bread and soup. 
Saving Money 
However, this is only an 
l·xperiment, the outcome of 
which determined only by the 
number of students who don't 
Pnter a cafeteria at all on 
Tuesday. This is necessary 
because the only way in which 
money can be saved is if less food 
is ordered for Tuesdav's meals, a 
move SAGA will m;ke if they 
c·an determine, that substantially 
less people will be eating on 
Tuesday. Entering the cafeteria 
for even a cup of coffee will have 
you count-ed in hy SAGA as 
eating a full meal, thus neutrali-
zing the fact that you haven't 
eaten anything. The goals of the 
fast will also have been super-
ceded if all those who don't eat 
Tuesday go urge themselves' on 
Mondays and W1idnesdays. No 
money will have been saved if 
SAGA has to increasl' its orders 
for Mon. and Wed. 
Beef Consumption 
Changing your eating habits 
will help to make more food 
available to those who nee~flt by 
reallocating the money for SAGA 
into relief agencies. According 
tr,i Dr. Lester Brown· of .-the 
Overseas Development Council, 
if the American demand for beef 
were reduced by 10 percent for 
one year, it would free for human 
consumption at least 12 million 
tons of grain. This would be 
enough to prevent the faniine 
now developing in India and 
Bangladesh. 
Such a reduction in beef 
shouldn't harm American's diet 
since, as the book Diet .for a 
Small. Planet points (?,Ut, the 
average American consumes 10 
to 12 percent more pr_otein than 
continut:d on page_ 5 
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I.C. Parties: 
Fact or Eiction ?· 
by Tom Leander 
Saturday night, seven 
o'clork, you look toward the 
evenmg with no real plans. Your 
head is still busy reminding you 
of the night before. Five 
pitchers and all you can remem-' 
her is the oak inlay at the bottom 
of a table in the Haunt. People 
have been stepping up to you all 
day, shaking your hand, telling 
you you were absolutely sensa-
' ional last night. You don't know 
who they are. You decide, for 
1,1:'tter or for worse, on what is 
.::ost natural on a Saturday 
11g~t- party \topping at LC:. 
after a certain point of alchoholic 
consumption. First stop is a 
fraternity thumper party at Phi 
Lambda Ki. As you edge your 
way to a table a beer is placedi in . 
your hand. One member of Phi 
Lambda speculates that the 
party is as wild as they come. 
"This is about as rowdy as I've 
~een,"he notes as another mem-
ber steps up on ~ table to pour 
beer down his nostrils after 
offing in a game of thumper. 
"You couldn't do this with girls 
around." When the sororities 
come over it is much more calm 
Partying at Ithaca College 
Sin('e Playboy Magazine de-
1·larc>d J.C. number two party 
!>chool some years back the 
l'Xpe('tations of students toward 
J.lartying here have been consis-
t(•nt ly exhilerated or disappoint-
Pd. What are the real attitudes 
t.owar,d the range of partying, 
from the Terraces to the Garden 
Apartment and off campus, at 
this College'! 
For a genuine side view of 
cross campus partying you 
should start in the Terraces. 
Walking downhill is much easier 
and congenial. That is when you 
meet people." , 
A sorority scheduled to join 
Phi Lambda later that night is 
having a rush party as well. One 
member notes, "Rush parties are 
just a great way to meet people. 
When we get together with the 
guys it is a b'it different. There is 
a lot more noise , and you 
concentrate more on how you say 
things than wltat is said." 
Most students agree the 
most successful parties are small 
continued "" paJ!e / I 
World Food Proble,n: 
1.,he -(;r,Jwing· (~risis 
by J,'red Raker 
Director of United Minis-
tri1•s for Harpur College Rever-
Pnd K1•n Carder appeared in the 
Crossroads as a guest of thl• IC 
Coalition on World Hunger last 
wct>k. The topi1· of discussion 
was world hunger. , Or, as 
Rt•vprend Carder phrased it, 
.. this growing crisis." 
Revcmnd Carder was pre-
s1•nl :,t the Rome Food Confrr-
t•nce last November. As most 
pt•oplc know, the food conferPnce 
did not exactly accomplish a 
gn•at. d1•al and, as Reverend 
Carder rC'laled. "it was somP-
what disappointing in the eyes of 
most people." 
Not Negative 
However, t ht• evening's 
1•v1 at did not ct•nter around the 
m·1:ativ1•; Revt>rend Carder be-
gan his IPelure by stating. "I will 
tr,\ to persuade you that tht•re 
art· some positive things that 
happened al the> conference." 
Although the statistics arc de-
vastating lone-fourth of all hu-
mar-:ty is receiving below the 
mmunum nutritional require -
ments and living in a hopeless 
socil'ly). he still implored, "what 
wf' nPed arc people committed to 
intellPctually and spiritually car-
rying- out the prophecies of 
doom." 
Reasons 
The crux of Reverend Car-
der's h•rturc> was his "six reasons 
of hope for the> hunger crisis." 
They are: 
1l It is incorrect to assume 
that tht• U.S. has a national foot1 
·policy. Since 1965, we have had 
30 million metric tol)S of surplus 
grain hl'ld by the Federal go-
vernment. Today there are four 
million metric tons of surplus 
grain which are jrr the hands of 
privatt• Pnterprises. 
2) The conservation of food. 
This involves, in part, teaching 
thl' third world peoples how to 
get tht> most out of what 
foodstuffs they have. 
3) Multi-lateral vs. bi-lateral 
food aid. In the 1950's, the U.S. 
co111i,uu.'d 011 pagt.• ') 
From the Registrar 
Ir_\ ou ha\'I• c:hang-Pd your campus address from 
w;hat 11 was in tht> t>nd of tht> Fall semester. please 
rn:,k1· sun• t hP Ht>gist rar's Offkc> knows about it. 
Tlw mlormation you will nel'd to request courses 
r,,r t h1· Fall spnwstt>r will he> mailed to your campus 
.1ddn-,, ,-.o n's important Wl' havl' it correct. Thank 
\ llll. 
(;111 any lwd~ about tht· Ht'gistrar's Officp·_• 
Stop in and let's !war what thPy arl'. That's 2nd 
1ioor Joh. wht•n• t ht• doors-always open. One of our 
major ohj1•t·tives is to serve you and if you we ait> 
hasseling you in that process lets hear about it. 
. I 
./ 
I )elta ,Kappa:l M~~:bers' 
lliscuss Fraternity Life 
. - ' 
by Barbara Fox l 
Fraternity·· , a · student organization formed . induction is tremendous relief. According to Miteh, 
chiefly for social purposes having tJeCret rites and a "the mental pressures, as well as the 'physical ones, 
name consisting of Greek letters. · ·Webster's are very great." 
Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary. Delta Kappa is a "social service fraternity", so 
Webster's definition provides only the ·barest, I inquired what the frat does in this capacity. 
most technical description of a college "fraternity." "That's my departmenJ,:'.. said John, as he is the 
Most of us have different : impressions of chaplain. He works regularly at Camp McCormick 
"brotherhood", which may be positive, negative, or for ju,venile delinquents and feels that he can serve 
simply indifferent. Almost all campus residents to reform some ..of the youngsters through 
have heard the chanting of pledges in the night, or recreational therapy. ~e frat also pitches in on 
seen the brothers:to-b_e toting "pledge paddles'! dorm-to-dorm drives for Easter Seals and Unicef. 
twenty-four hours per day during the final week of Mitch Walker's latest idea is to get in~olr.ed with a 
the initiation. Some may view these phenomena as local group of Boy Scouts to organize activities and 
great fun, or perhaps total nonsense. But how-do sleep-outs in the Delta Kappa lodge. . 
the brothers feel about pledging and membership? John McDonald stated that living-in a frat has 
As I talked to Delta Kappa's president, -Mitch certain economic advantages. ·-Although he 'must 
Walker, and chaplain, John McDonald, in the pay dues, John said that he has not had to pay for a 
Terrace 68 ·"house", I got the distinct impression single book this year. Delta Kappa has at least one 
that they were quite sold on fraternity life: John member of each major,. ~nd therefore books and 
originally pledged because, as a transfer student help ~ith course work is _very easy to find. John 
from Hudson Valley Community College, he had indicated that as a frat member one--gets a lot more 
close friends who were already in Ithaca's DK. partying for the money, as opposed to being and 
Pledging had an added bonus for John because it , independent on campus and having to finance each 
enahled him to meet new friends through a common party personally. 
bond on an unfamiliar campus. Constant lack of privacy is one characteristic of 
Mitch, a junior accounting major, joined DK in fraternity living and after a few semesters, lVIitch is 
his freshman year after having a good time at the getting weary of this lifestyle. "My room is like 
rush parties and becoming friendly with the Grand Central Station," he admitted. He 
brothers. Later, after his induction, Mitch also attributes this to the fact that he owns a television 
became interested in helping to at\ain the goals of and stereo, and since the fiB loung·e Js in poor 
the fraternity, such as raising money for their condition, the brothers congregate in his room. 
self-financed lodge in Danby. Now, as president, With a trace of regr_!!t Mitch said that there were 
he has many supervising duties. He said, "Part of · ten people watching TV in his room at the time of 
my job is seeing that other people do their jobs." the interview. 
Pledging for a fraternity is generally thought Rivalry between the frats on campus proves to 
to he a grueling experience . .However, John found be a lot of fun for the brothers during Greek 
that "a brother can either choose.:,.;, fight pledging Weekend, according to Mitch. The competition 
or can really enjoy it." Although much of the includes skits, games with the sororities,. and a 
pledging was demanding, John admitted that he, singing contest. Mitch mentioned with pride that 
had a lot of fun mentally plotting against the Delta Kappa won the competition last year and has 
brothers at all hours of the night in scenes of already begun to practice this year's skit. 
intrigue that could have been "right out of a Presently Delta Kappa has 43 members, 29 of 
movie." Tile cafeteria was also a prime location fot which live in the house. Both John and Mitch 
sabotage .. According to John, it was not uncommon seemed to think that the porularity are population 
for the pledges to bring the DK brothers of fraternities are on the rise. At one rush party 
cold-water tea, or pudding laced with salt. this semester DK attracted 50 possible pledges, 
When I asked Mitch if he had had any which is a record. 
unforgettable moments in the fraternity, he replied This is the first installment 'in a series on the 
ir:istantly, "Yes. Getting in." Mitch feels that Greeks. Look for an article on sororities in a future 
pledging DK is the hardest on·campus, and that edition of the "Ithacan". 
. '--
_··· 
A Party at the Delta Kappa Lodge 
Faculty __ L·ounge Recomm~nded 
by Connie Albino 
A rccommentlation to the 
actministratiQn that part of the 
Offict' of Safety and Security be 
dPsignated a staff and faculty 
loungt- was one of two motions 
pas5c>d at last Thursday's meet-
ing of Community Council. In 
;mot her motion concerning the c 
1~76-77 academic calendar, coun-
l'il moved to table approval of 
that calendar until the March 
mPl•ting. -
The request that a faculty 
;\nd staff lounge be created came 
from Staff Council Chairperson, 
Doug Waite.· The lounge would 
0Cl1..lpy the S:1fety Division of-
fil'es sinl'c thev are. movinl!' their 
fal'ilities to another location on 
1·ampus. 
Scoones, calling re-accredit~tion 
.. bc>neficial to us as an institu-
tion·~ emphasized the need for us 
to define our goals as an 
institution and then determine 
whether we have sufficient fi. 
nanr.ial and numan resources to 
attain these goals. The Assistant 
Provost announced •the imme-
diate .formation of a five member 
Steering Committee of faculty·, 
staff and students. The Com-
mittt•e will gather data &n the 
present status o( the College, 
what its objectives arc and how, 
it intends to meet them. · 
George Clarkson{" reporting 
on the recent meeting of the 
Faculty Council, which he chairs, 
said that the Council has voted to 
support a memorandum from._ the 
Library staff asking that salary 
inequities be explored. Fa~ulty 
Council also voted to set .up a . 
five-member committee to inves-
tigate the Study Abroad Pro-
gram. 
' In -addition, President Ellis 
Philips fielded questions con-
cerning. the propos~d budget' for 
the year 1975--76, 
.In an area related te College Perhaps the most enthusiasti-
goals, Director of Admission!r-- cally awaited committee report 
Mattlww Wall reported that his never came. Frank Falcoll'e, 
offit·e expected a full enrollment Chair11:1an of the , Presidential 
of -1.180 for·- the F.all. 1975 Search. ·Co~mittee, .. wa~ no . 
sc>mester~ Presently; 1400 fresh- wqere ~~ ~e. seen.,or: heard -and . 
1 
-Assistant Provost, .W'illiam 
Sl'oonc!' spoke. to Council on the 
re-accrl'itatiorJ,~of ·the College'. 
------....:.....-..:.----·· . 
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-E~ergy&l!c~a,~~y _ Primary 
Concerns of Congress 
. ' 
hr Mark Engstrom 
A_ homecoming-of sorts took 
place at the Sheraton Motor Inn 
yesteday as freshman Congress 
man Mathew McHugh briefed 
the Tompkins County -Chamber 
of Commerce on his first legisla 
tive session in the House qf 
Representatives. 
- - The atmosphere was friend, 
ly and informal as McHugh spoke 
of his initial impresions of 
Washington, the adjustments his 
family Js making in their new 
environment, and several issues 
of national and local importance. 
"One of my main reason f~r 
coming here today is to listen to 
your :views and opinions on the 
problems that are facing us," 
McHugh explained to the bu~ 
inessmen. He then went on to 
outline several key Congres 
sional concerns, foremost among 
them were the state of the 
e'conomy and the energy crisis. 
Unemployment 
McHugh noted that the 
nation is currently in a "Crisis in 
terms of the economy .11 He felt 
that the most urgent problems to 
be dealt -with were unemploy 
ment, the current rate of which 
is 8.2 ·percent and, the highest 
since 1941, and recession. He 
said that finding a workable 
solution to recession is the 
primary concern of the 94th 
Congress. 
Mcl-lugh was ·bothered by 
the fact that the Prsident was 
asking Congress for more money 
and aid to South Viet Nam when 
he was asking the poor to pay 
more for food stamps. He went 
(lD to say that the current 
, Congress was 
"a liberal ,Congress, but not in 
the traditional sense." He predic--
ted a minimum amount of 
spending, with attention instead 
being _focused on finding areas 
where spending can be cut back, 
where people will be asked to 
sacrifice. 
Insufficient 
The Freshamn Congressman 
felt the President's energy crisis 
proposals were quite ins1,1fficient. 
, He said it took the' President five 
months to create _a concrete 
energy program, and now he was 
giving_ Cor\gress the alternative · 
of either accepting them, or 
coming up with their own 
program almost immediately. 
"What Congress would 
like," McHugh said, "is_90 days in 
which we can work with the 
Prsident to foi:_mulate a workable 
and practical energy program." 
He explained this was why the 
House passed legisation which 
would hold up parts of the 
Prsident's program for 90 -days. ·--
He believes Ford is going to veto 
this legislation·, but feels there 
are enough votes in the House to 
override the veto, and said the 
key to the question · was in the 
Senate. 
S pecifi~ally 
Specifially, McHugh was crit· 
ical of Ford's tax proposal that 
would raise the price of gasoline 
by 10 cents per gallon. He felt 
thisaction wouldn't be at all fair 
to poor rural areas in general, 
and particularly to parts Qf 
Tompkins County. 
Not Practical 
"Such a price increase for 
gasoline would be fine in urban 
areas where commuters can·take 
a subway to work,'' McHugh 
said, "but it just' wouldn't be 
practical in areas where people 
have to drive 25 miles or more to, 
work.'' 
As alternatives to Ford's 
program, McHugh made several 
.suggestions, including rationing. 
He felt under such a system, 
distinctions could be made be· 
tween those who have to drive 
long distances , and those who 
have alterantive 'forms of trans-
portation available to them. 
There would be an administ-
rative problem with rationing, 
however; it would involve form 
ing a new bureaucracy. This 
would be a complicated and 
involved procedure that most 
people would rath(tr avoid. 
Various Concerns 
At the close of his formal 
presentation, McHugh opened 
the floor for questions, listening 
to the various concerns of the 
local businessmen. He told then 
even though the 94th Congress 
will initially be viewed as aliberal 
one, which favors labor over 
management, this Congress ;as 
essentially an open one that 
would listen to "the legitimate 
concerns of business." 
Community Servic~ Seeks _I.C. V olui:ii~ers 
by Andy Gilbert 
Want to work at Mainline? 
Open House'? BOCES? 
This semester, 79 Ithaca 
College students followed up 
such offers, and became involved 
in the Community Service Pro-
gram. Participants do volunteer 
work (for credit or non-credit) in 
any of the forty plus agencies 
downtown. The services range 
from the Big Brother-Big Sister 
Program to Jail Probation to' 
Suicide Prevention. 
The p'rogram, open to all 
LC. students, is being coordina-
ted this year by Joan Handel. 
According to Joan, "Community. 
Service" is geared towards help-
ing the students suRplement 
their education in the most 
m'eaningful way possible: by 
giving them actual experience in 
their career field, or simply,' in 
an area of their interest. · 
~o previous experience is 
necessary for' any of the place-
ments, all that is required is that 
the st:udent be willing to offer his·_ 
, time for a couple of hours' each 
- week. Placements are not 
"assigned"; together with Joan, 
the student decides where he 
would like to work. He is given :a 
list of available opportunities and 
then has the chance to choose the 
one which interests him the 
most. _ 
' the schedule of the student, as 
well as the agency. 
Students have the option of 
working for . credit through a 
specific course, or as an indepen-
dent study project sponsored 
either by a faculty member in a 
specified department, or ~y the 
Center for Individual and Inter-
disciplinary Studies (CIIS). The 
number of credits received would 
depend upon the number of 
-hours put in each week. (Joan 
will also help any student ar-
range for faculty sponsorship, 
once work ·hours have been set.) 
UNIVERSITY ,, 
COLLEGE TOWN 
24 
Joan started the program 
last semester, by making contact -
with various agencies in the area 
and inquiriog about their in-
terest in having student volun-
teers work with them. A few 
agencies initially requested aid 
themselves. -
· Complete lists of possible 
placements are available through 
Joan, but some of these are : The 
Ithaca City Youth Bureau, 
GIAC, Southside Community' 
Center, YMCA, BOCES, Mea-
dow House, EARS, Willard 
continued on page 8 
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Mus-ic Student· 
Threatened With Expulsion 
by Tom Howard 
An Ithaca College Freshman 
says he's been threatened with 
possible expulsion for painting a 
1 practice room in the School of 
Music. . 
Gregg Gleasner claims he 
spent rome 13 hours over the 
past weekend painting music 
room 18 because "it was in 
horrible condition." 
Gleasner says he's now been 
told to either repaint the room or 
face charges of defacing school 
property. 
"Mr. Covert (assistant to the 
Dean of Music) told me W ednes-
day that if I did not change the 
room back to its original color I 
would face judicial action," said 
Gleasner. The student also 
claims he was told by Covert that 
(Dean Craig) McHenry wants to 
throw you out of the music 
school." 
Reached by telephone last 
night McHenry remarked, 
"We've made no threats." 
"We told the boy to repaint 
the room ..... and apparently he 
agreed to repaint it." 
Gleasner said the essence of 
the issue is that the room he 
refurbished "needs fixing up." 
He claimed he painted the facility 
because he wanted to improve it 
and he did "a careful, good job." 
Commenting that "Actually 
it's not a bad paint job," 
Assistant Music Dean David 
Berman told a reporter, "that's 
not the point." 
"We felt that if he could do 
this, usually just like graffitti .... -
it starts to multiply. And I was 
afraid that next week we would 
find seven rooms painted and 
maybe five could be painted well 
and one could be a me&s and one 
could be in black, or who 
knows ..... " 
Both Covert and · Dean 
McHenry also stressed that 
whether Gleasner had improved 
the room or not "is not the 
point." Remarked McHenry, "I 
think this (Gleasner's effort) is 
admirable. But these rooms are 
used by everybody. It's not one 
man's choice." 
Covert, who Gleasner claims 
brought - up the possibility of 
judicial action, told the Ithacan 
he wanted most questions re-
ferred to the Dean. Asked if he 
knew what charges might be 
broµght against the student he 
replied, , "You can read the 
judicial code as well as I can." 
Th c section in question is 1. 7 .1. 
which deals with damage or 
destruction to College property. 
Asked if Gleasner had been 
told of possible expulsion Covert 
suggested, "You should talk to 
the Dean." 
"I told him that the pro-
spects were if he did not repaint 
cun ti11ued on page J J 
ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE IN PROGRESS 
1'HRU FEB. 18 
Call 273-6310 
SHARE THE RIDE 
WITHUSTHIS 
WEEKEND 
AND GET ON 
TO A GOOD THING. 
Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students 
who are already on to a go"od thing. You leave when you 
like, Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time, 
Yoti'II save money, too, over the increased air 
fares. Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays. 
Anytime. Go Greyhound. 
GREYHOUND SERVICE 
ONE- ROUND- YOU CAN YOU 
TO WAY TRIP , LEAVE ARRIVE 
New York City 15.85 30.15 5 times dairy 5 hour trip 
Basta.. 22,61 42.95 2 times daily 8 hour trip 
Ameripass: go anywhere for 30 days for $165 
Most agencies require a 
pe~nal interview with the 
student. At that -Ume details of 
the assignment are discussed and 
all things considered, work hours 
are established. dependent on 
Basement 
w·est Towe·r 
' GRA YGOUND nus TERMENAL 
710 W. STATE.' 272-7930 
GO iiREYHOUND . 
... and leave the drlvina to us® -
' ' , 
Fr~day, Feb. 14 
- 8pm-1:15a_m 
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I I I an ounce of prevention/ ...:: 
During the first semester of this academic year 
( September through December] more cases were 
tried before campus Judicial Administrator Wil-
liam Bergmark and before the Judicial Board than. 
were the entire number of cases tried all last year. 
One fourth of the 15_1 _cases-[28 of them] deal with 
theft and 18 of those 28 dealt with shoplifting from 
the College bookstore. 
Procedure:· A student enters the store, 
already annoyed at the sense - of distrust 
. emphasized by signs instructing shoppers to leave 
all books and packages outside. 
Once inside he takes his time eyeing 
merchandise deciding what to buy. Cashiers and 
floor help eye him like hawks waiting to descend on 
prey if he remains in one spot for too long. 
Annoyed, and thinking perhaps he should rip 
off something either to teach them a lesson or show 
them he can get away with it, he carefully checks 
out the rounded "theft prevention" mirrors. 
Assuming he is out of everybody's visual range he 
slips a pen, pencil perhaps, or bottle of ink into his 
coat. Finishing his other shopping he pays for some 
items and leaves the store, the stolen merchandise 
in his coat or pants pocket. 
Then it hap"pens.· A member of the bookstore 
staff stops him in the hall outside saying there's a 
reason to believe he left the store without paying 
for something and would he please step into the 
storeroom. There Safety is usually called and the 
student placed under arrest. 
But there is something very, very wrong with 
that procedure. Re!illY wrong. Except for those 
rounded "theft protection" mirrors tucked away 
into the corners of the ceiling, there is riot, or was 
not, any form of warning to the shoplifter or 
\ 
potential shoplifter who maybe turned to a life of 
crime "egged" on by the staff. -
The College_bookstore is no different than any 
store downtown. If you are caught shoplifting 
downtown., you will be prosecuted. Most students 
realize this, yet they1lave the false notion that the 
CQllege bookstore in its cozy, infornral surround· 
ings on an innocuous campus, is open prey for the 
shoplifter, This is a fallacy. Shoplifting is against 
the law, whether at t!te IC bookstore or downtQwn 
at Mayer's. Remember this the next time you spot 
a pen while the cashiers seem to be gos_sipping. 
The signs shog)d .-be big. Penalties should be 
posted. This would still not stop the ripoffs, but 
should prove to_ be an effet.iive deterrent. H a 
student kne~ ne was to b , charged _with a 30 hour 
work assignment, it is doubted he would attempt to 
ripoff a Bic ~fill or a te?[tbook. · 
The_ 1!ining hall last year posted signS-:at its 
entrances informin~ students ~hat would happen 
should they le~d their ID .to: ~friend"' or· sneak 
someone in. That helped. It is unfortunate, ·in 
these times when mone}' is super tight, that we 
keep ripping oursehres ·off. Again a~d again •. ~ · 
Partial List of Last Semester'~ Cases There is no mention made to anyone-sign or 
otherwise,that the fancy white booth in the middle 
of the store is an observation booth with two way 
mirrors used for spying on suspjcious people. No 
mention of_ what will happen to someone caught 
shoplifting: many s~udents are still under _the 
delusion they will receive a slap on the. wrists. , 
. DEsc,IPTION PENALTY 
. Bookstore Theft · 30 work hr-as~ent 
Theft [other] ' 30 work hr assignment-
. Bookstore Theft 30 work hr asslpment 
, Bookstore. Theft 30 work hr assfpinent 
· Granted, -just the very appearance of a cash 
register with' a clerk behind it should be enough to 
let everyo~e know that one must pay tor what one · 
wants to take off the premises. ·aut it is not. Not in 
the bookstore, downtown, or just about anywhere. 
Stealing exists, and further methods should and 
must be taken to prevent it. · 
The -book •store did take a step in this 
direction, but it was, unfortunately, a very small 
step. They have put_. up signs warning_ that 
shoplifters will be prosecuted, but these signs are 
apparently too small to be effective. That white 
booth is an observation booth and the workers are 
constantly trying to · prevent ripoffi, from an 
operation that, according to ·an adminlf ,rator, just 
clears itself annually and rarely comes up with a 
profit. -... -
Bookstore Theft 30')vork hr assignment 
Theft 4 work hr assignment 
Bookstore Theft · 30 work" hr assignment 
Bookstore Theft - 30 work hr assignment 
1'heft-Dining Ball . 30 work hr assignment 
Theft-Dining_Ball 30 work hr assignment, and pay 
for meal plan for semester . 
Bookstore Theft 30 work hr assignmellt 
Bookstore Theft. 30 work hr assignment 
Theft-Dining Hall 30 l!fori hr _assignment 
Bookstore Theft 30 work hr assignment 
Bookstore Theft ·30 work hr assignment 
bookstore Theft 30 w9rk hr assignment Bookstore Theft verbal warning 
Bookstore Theft_ SO work hr assignm.ent 
lBrnOOLWl]'iJ 
t~E? te_chni·cality: o-f_ defac8rr)er)t 
An incident occured this weekend that would 
be the catalyst for som.e much needed change in the 
music building and I am writing this in the hopes I 
m.ight be able to appeai-to the humanistic side of 
the Ithaca Collge Musical Community. -l· am 
referring to an incident involving a student named 
Gregg Gleasner. Gregg is a freshman in the School 
of Music but even though ·he's a new member he's 
well known. This past weekiind he took it upon 
himself to paint one of the. practice rooms in the 
lower level of the music building. The particular 
practice room he choose was one of the few that 
contains a fairly decent piano. 
music majors; he also used his own money for the 
paint-money being a substance precious to all of us 
who are. burdened with --the high cost of this 
College. He painted the· room ·not· for- liimselt· but 
for the rest of us. Th~_:·Debussy Room" as Gregg 
calls it, is a beautiful place, It's no longer a dreary 
cage that ignores the need of every human being, 
including "the typical music major", for some-kind 
lf esthetic pleasure. If the rest of the rooms were 
lS bright and cheerful as.the "~bus~y "Room". 
- - . 
there wo~ld no longer be a need for graffiti to add . 
little excitement. Most olthe students are thrilled 
with the room and have stopped to admire Gregg's 
. . The conditions of those rooms is not ·exactly ha~diwork and initiative. And yet Gregg is _now in 
conducive to musical cre~tvity. Most of them are· seru~us trouble ·and hlf:S even b~p faced_ with the 
dingy and drab-the chipped and ,graffiti-filled poss1bilty of sus:>ens1on for_ the dE:fa~ment ?i 
walls-a faded mocker, of the color most of us would./ sc~ool property. ~efaceme~t a techmcal1ty and m 
normally think of as yellow. The radiators ana th!s cll:>e · I_ call .'~ sema!!_t1cs To me, deJa~e~nt 
walls are battle-scarred by the cigarel.tes illegally might be the add1t1on of a_must~c~e to the pamtm_g 
-~~~~~---------------------" smoked by students· who sit ·in frustration hour of Walt~r Ford or any other ac_t1v1ty _.that ~ould tie 
after hour trying to li"'.e up to the standard. that S9J!le kmd of harmful- vandalism~ When 1'!1prove 
( _ urn~ 
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music is the voice of the heart. ment becomes a syno'!_~ for defacement, I II !urn 
in my Rogetr's Thesaurus. Gregg has. been given 
To music majors it·is common knowledge that until Monday to "deface his def~~ing"(in .. other 
thote practice rooms are <>ur ·second homes.· Each words paint the room back to its original lifeless 
morning we areswallowedup by the_ 12 sq. foot color) or face some possibly serious consequen_ces. 
cubicles that encase us in the very personal To me that's_ridiculous a.Qd it is here thatl appeal 
experience of creating music and then finally spit to all the members· of the music school-fa~ulty , 
out when the wails threaten to ·close in. For the students and administrators alike. I agre~~~t the 
many· extremely dedicated music majors-, it is a . administration can't just let the-enti!'(.ltnusic·school -
standing joke that the rooms should come·equipped ·randomly paint- the practice rooms:_ in any 
with blankets. and pillows. Gregg is one of those . haphazard fashion. Ideally it wotildbe. ~i~ !fall ·t~e . 
people. mtisic students would be willing to tak~n.tly o_ut 
of their pcickets and · time - out-· of; 1hfsr .busy 
But is it really _possible to pour our your heart s_chedules to paint the rooms one by one as a means 
when, as you look away Crom the piano in a. of expressing their appreciation- _to- an _'.institution 
trance-like state in the middle· of your Chopin that has given t~em so much;· -How_evet we'.re 
Scherzo, you are rudely brought back to reality by deaJing with reality and a much simpler· :solu~ion 
the bold scrawl at your left elbow th_p,t obscenely would be to have the_ same ,policy in ·the practice 
condemns e~-President Nixon or one of the faculty rooms that.is applied to the ~painting of the donn . 
members'! In psychology, the imJ>(lrtance of your rJ>Oms-co1:11plete with II: colo,r code--and_ ~he ~pus 
enviroi)me'lt is adamently stressed. To the-..music painters. Gregg is not a vandal. The only-thang he 
majors of this school whose-environmnent consists has done has been to''open our eyes: to a situati~n......, 
of ..time spent mostly_ in. those. cubicles, staring at that . .ha$ been sadly -in. need . .of people : wii~ . tlie 
TIM 11 ... c,n K PU.lltMd WNkl:, dUrl'19 ~I cotl ... )'Nr. those lifeless Wa)Iifor half of your Waking hours is initiative to take steps·to'ward What ~hey beljeve in -, 
H~Pllnt tlle tllml- 11re .. tn N-llll .. r, .,.. MUM -II Of any\hing but healthy• ' .' - - '· l'ather ,than Waiting· .fpr "ihe .. · Other -gQ,f~ to '..do J 
DecamMr, tll• flNt ,. .. ., 1n M1rc11 1114 u.. NCON '"'" of 
Ma:,. tec:01111 ·c, ... _.01, ... - JNld 11 1111aca, "- ..,0 , 111 • -- .__ . sonieth,ingabout.it.-Instead.of'making'thisincident· 
Po1tmattu • ...... Mn4 form ,.,.. , •. B11tlf11tt ........ ,~ lltr -. ·-- Gregg's intent was in no -way "malicious.' He ·-a disaster fol' one st~dent.' le(~ maQ· it ·-th~ .:very. 
lthllc11n • •-mnt, Dttr111 •• ltllaca,Coll .... ,, ..... ,ft_ · ·· · · nk - · ··..fi · · ·· •· · • -
vo~. "Ho. T0101t110 .. ii , .. 7t u,.,11,. liu ... .-ri.., didn't paint the walls purple. ~th pi __ polka dots ·needed breakthi:o~gh or~~-.. -· =· • - · ·. -- - • - · 
c~t • • o.oo .-r ,. .. r, s 11.00 tor two ,.,,. .,.. •21.oe ,., and fi_nish it off witlt green stripes "for an encore. He ·. · ·c • · - . : ·• '.:....:. · • • 
uu.. ,,.,,.. lhttorta• w1ewa ...,IOct 1111 ...,.._ ., t11e · • ted h · · I had f bl hllo.'tl! .. , ... T~ MUiier ,.1'-ct-1"' ..,_,_-efll"'" ' pain t e room IR peping_s e~_l)_ U~ and. 1 _.> _. ., · .. -: :">,.. · .. :."'1, . 
COIi ... ..... __,,.,,, 11141cal'-19tl c--- of 1t1o ........ · white and dfd it"-earefw}y:, He-:used- hi.9".free, time · . ·-1~ ~:: ,iElaine!OeLlioJiardis.' --
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l·~C .• Record Store 
Teamsters vs UFW F·ares Well 
Although it is true(after five 
years of back-breaking effort, 
with the help of hundreds of 
thousands of boycott supporters 
and sympathizers), that the 
UFW signed 182 vineyard con 
tracts, representing ninety per 
cent of the table and wine gri:ipe 
growers, in 1970, there have 
been 7000 lettuce pickers on 
almost constant strike since 
them. 
In 1973 with the expiration 
of most contracts, the teamsters 
raided the fields and with their 
union-busting tactics, 'they came 
up '?'with contracts to represent 
field workers in 181 of the 182 
ranches previously represented 
by the UFW. The Teamsters also 
signed contracts with Fanzia and 
Gallo wineries(Gallo 'being the 
biggest wine producer in Amer 
ica, and Franzia being a holding 
of the Gallo family). Thus, the 
grape boycott was also reinsta 
ted, Gallo being the main "taJ'o 
get". 
What people can do here in 
Ithaca is to become aware (and to 
, help other people become aware) 
of the farm workers' problems 
{md not just in California, but 
throughout America) and to 
show solidarity to their cause, 
contributing a little time and 
effort (money wouldn't hurt, 
either) to "La Causa". 
For more information, or if 
you would like to help, contact 
the Ithaca UFW Support Group 
at 273-2836 of 273-7351, or else 
come to the Eastman Lounge on 
Ithaca College campus on Mon 
day nights at 7:30. 
In the meantime, a United 
Farm W:orkers' benefit will be 
held by the Zobo Fun Band and 
Peabody Family on Sunday, 
February 16, from 7 to 11 P.M. 
at the One World room in Anabel 
Taylor hall on the Cornell 
campus(donations are $1). 
by Cindy Schwartz· 
The Ithaca College Record 
Store, located in the basement 
of 'the West Tower, has been 
/ prospering since it opened last 
October. · 
The Record Store, an idea 
first conceived by student Abbe 
Kadish is modeled after several 
other record co-ops on the East 
Coast. 
be the most profitable day of 
business. Weekends are 
unusually slow, and it is possible 
that weekend hours will- be 
eliminated if sales don't improve 
for those days. 
Compile Stock 
'(he record s t O re is The managers compile their 
non-profit, and they buy theor stock of albums fram the charts, 
records from a distributor in and from suggestions and 
Buffalo which acts as an area requests from the students. "It's 
warehouse. All price mark-ups •··hard to predict how people are 
from the distributor to the going to buy," commented 
student are minimal and cover manager Ian Munro, "but people 
basic labor, payroll, and are still heavily into rock 'n roll 
advertising costs. An average and they buy albums off the 
"E" record that lists for $5.98 is charts." Billy Joel, Loggins and 
$3.74, and an "F" record that · Messina, Elton John, andAverage 
lists for $6.98 sells for $4. 25. White Band have been popular 
Student Managers 
over the past few weeks. The 
record store will take special 
ord_ers for albums that they 
don't have in stock. That 
business, Hruce l'..orfl replied, 
"We don't mfod if we compete 
with the others since we want to 
sell students at lower prices." 
Elaine Brill, a part-time worker 
believes , . "The couple of 
thousand records we sell must 
hurt the competition." It 
appears that it is the Ithaca 
College students who are buying 
the records on campus instead of 
up in Collegetown, although 
Cornell students frequent the 
-record store for records. 
For, a new business with little 
advertising, the record store is 
apparently alive and well and 
successful in its goal of, providing 
students with low cost albums. 
Fast 
continued from page I 
the body can use. 
I 
Students go behind 
The record· store is run by 
four student managers, led by 
Bruce Korn, Ian Munro, Mindy 
Camp, and Scott Molin. There 
are also five paid part-time sta_ff 
workers. These jobs are in great 
demand-"There are a lot of 
people who really want to work 
here." stated manager Bruce 
extends also for any eight track 
or cassette tape: Along with 
records, the store sells many 
types of record cleaning kits, gift 
certificates for records, and 
tickets to all Ithaca College 
concerts and those downtown at 
the Unicorn. 
If the world hunger problem 
is to be brought under control, 
the Coalition members feel that 
scenes dt NBC Sports 
ln what was termed a 
unique educational experience 
arranged by the National Broad-
casting Company, four IC com-
munications majors had the 
opportunity of having a firsthand 
look at exactly what goes into 
getting a remote telecast on the 
air. 
Tom Hovey, Stan Brzezi.:ki, 
John Green and Dave Alworth 
accompanied TV-R professor 
Donald Woodman last weekend, 
attended NBC Sports' National 
Hockey League Game-of-the 
Week between the Buffalo Sa-
bres and the Montreal Canadiens 
from Buffalo's Memorial Audi-
torium. They observed the 
preparation and airing. of the 
game. The students were able to 
discuss aspects ~f the broadcast 
with the crew, producers and 
directors; and sit-in on rehear-
sals and production meetings. 
Production Meeting 
Escorted through the week-
end by· Associate Director Sam 
Kirshman, the four witnessed a 
st.andard Saturday facilities 
check, then attended Co-Produ-
cers .Ted·-Nathanson and George 
Fi!)kel's 5 pm production meeting 
along with commentators Tim 
Ryan, Ted Lindsay and Brian 
McFarlane. An opportunity to 
ask questions was also provided 
as they went through what 
iCirshman felt was a "complete 
and total indoctrination on put-
tir,g a remote on the air.'.' 
On Sunday, Hovey, Brze-
I • 
zicki, Green and Alworth ob-
served tne pre-taping that goes 
into making · the final product 
cohesive:. Then, during the 
course of the game they rotated 
through four different produc-
tion areas, which include the 
·control truck, the interview 
room, the tape area, and the 
visual area. 
Alum rii Connections 
The weekend with NBC was 
arranged through Dean Keshish-
oglou of the School of Communi-
cations, from IC alumni connec-
tions and ties various IC parents 
have with NBC. 
Everything apparently went 
very smoothly. Chuck Adams, 
NBG sports spokesman, noted "it 
could be an ongoing thing," and 
Woodman and Keshishoglou are 
optimistic about future plans for 
one · and two · day seminars 
con·cerning proessional observa-
tion. 
Korn. · 
Albums Sold 
Business seems to be going 
quite well, considering the 
limited amount of advertising 
involved .. Although there is no 
"average" quota sold per day, in 
general the total hovers close to 
sixty albums per day. Last week 
275 albums were sold in one 
day. Christmastime proved to be · 
very busy, and Tuesdays tend to 
154 E. State 
273-7%31 
AS,jATAt 
.--GAftD.EN 
(BE.STAURANTJ 
Serv111g the Pubhc S1~ 1931 · 
C.U)NE~i -AMEIICAN FOOD 
111 W. ST-ATE~ST. 
It's A Date! 
On February 19, 20, 21, or 22 at 8:15pm 
come to see and hear .the combined forces of 
the Ithaca College School of Music and the 
Department o/:Drama and Speech in 
AII.S~ats $2.00 
(I.,c~ bee) 
A·N EVENING OF 
AM.ERICAN OPERA 
' (in English) 
The Telephone' Ly Menotti 
'Ti:ouble .in ·Tahiti' by Bernstein 
FULLY ~T AGE~ w·1ru. SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
: :· .. · Pho~e ·274.3224 
,· ·~ .. .. . ' .,, 
In 
/ !Me Dillingham Center 
:,. ~ . . ' . .. . ··:: . 
-~ .. :•,. ~ '.L - .;,,..\ -
When asked about the effect 
it must be dealt with immed-
iately. Fasting is a necessary 
first step in getting the IC 
community involved in relieving 
the situation. 
of the store 
ll!'J.!1111~ 
Love is a giving thing. 
Keeps*e® 
Box 90, Svracuse, N. Y. 13201 
P)ease send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding" plus 
foll color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25~. 
Name ______________________ _ 
Address, _____________________ _ 
Cit¥------,,--------------------
State ____________ ..;.._ Zip ___ ---',___.. ___ , 
Find Kee kc Jewelers in the Yellow Pages or dial free 800-243-6000. 
' ·~· .. ., 
,;~ /:~':J:.:'.r4·.a.. .. ;,.:~~:: .. --~..,!,:1;'-.... :. ._ .-i·~;. ~:·~.-:.· ..: .. 
- . , ... '·!' - .. 
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Watched ... 
Open_for 
digestion 
by Fred Raker 
Mike Mandell is watched. The audience 
watches him. The government watches him. He 
watches himself. Watched is by no means a normal 
movie (of course, it all depends oi:i your definftion of 
normal); though it is fascinating in its attempt to 
express an idea in a way that is most bizarre and 
definitely non-conformist. __ 
The action takes place"sometime in 1980." 
Mike Mandell (Stacey Keach), an ex-narcotics 
agent, returns home after a 12 year stay in an 
institution (what kind of institution remains a 
mystery). At his apartment he immediately begins 
a search through some boxes, apparently contain-
ing artifacts from his past. Digging out a ?JOvie 
projector. he proceeds from there to preview a 
film; a film that turns out to be about himself and 
those with whom he worked. 
Mandell watches very intently as his past 
unravels before him. The key to this, however, is 
that while he spoke with officials and while he was 
performing his job as a narc, and later as an 
attorney, he had no idea cameras were rolling and 
picking up his every move. The audience must pay 
strict attention as the film constantly bounces back 
and forth between Mandell watching himself on 
film and Mandell actually visualizing. the events as 
he remembers them. There is a great tendency for 
one tobecome totally confused with the story. 
Mandell searches into his mind to try and 
discern what really took place before his 
incarceration. Of course, this route does pose some 
perplexing problems as he is a schizophrenic. The_· 
flashbacks, seen in a most surrealistic light, 
present Mandell as he perceived himself---although 
mo~t of the time he was taldng a trip back to the 
time he was "tripping.''. In other words, at the· 
present time (1980) he ~as vi~ion_s o~ bizarre 
happeriings that were fabricated m his mmd when 
he was high on cocaine back in the 60's. (You see, 
he dropped out Qf the narc business, deciding, "it 
would be better to be on the other side of the law; 
there'd be some laughs in it."). 
The acting is good. Keach is very convincing 
in all his "roles" while Harris Yulin is most 
powerful as Mandell' s adversary, Rankey. a 
hard-core, unrelenting narcotics agent. Swedish 
Turid Astad (who got into the flick since she was 
the cameraman's girlfriend) is the blue-eyed, busty 
blonde who breaks up the monotony of the rackets 
game with a little loving kindness. Mandell P!cks 
her up in a classically surreptitious way by saymg, 
'Tm very horny." 
· The film adopted its theme .from the drug 
culture of the late 1960's and early 1970's. It 
. 
.--1,-· ', 
.- __ .,.. 
displays the pros and cons of drugs and the law that 
governs it, magnifying it a thousand.times for all to 
see cl~arly. It does not stand on a soap. box and 
preach the good of the law and the.evils of drugs (or 
vice versa). Nor does it.hit you over the head with 
a one-sided opinion. The film.is open for digestio_n;· 
what you do with it after that· is up to you. 
Watched is obviously not a technically-orient-
ed motion picture. The entire production cost 
approximately . $110,000 (a v.e,ry low budget 
considering today's standards), therefore limiting 
retakes, post-production work and time (thEi movie 
was shot in H days). 
Although a bit· slow and confusing at times, 
Watched is an interesting film. It combines some 
funny scenes, some serious scenes and many weird 
scenes and it makes you think. There are times you 
may laugh, you may scream, you may be"disgusted, 
you may scoff. But whatever you do, you'll be 
watched! .,. 
Watched is currently playing at Textor Hall 
and will be there through Saturday. 
Disney 
does 
it a2ain 
By Darryln Searle 
Pisney studios have always been synonymous 
with first rate family entertainment. And, although 
The Island at the top of the Worldis not the best. 
film to come from those famous studios it does 
uphold the tradition. - . 
Amidst erupting volcanoes, killer whales1and 
Viking Gods, direct.Qr Robert St.evenson ably takes 
the audience on an expedition to the arctic. The 
purpose: to find Sir Anthony's lost son_. To help him 
on his journey,_the strong-willed Sir ,Anthony all 
but abducts archaeology professor David Hartman 
(apparently still a Bold Orie). Together with an 
eskimo and ·a rather bizarre frenchman (and his 
French poodle, C?f course) they find t~eir way to the 
Island at the top of the World, where they stumble 
upon a lost culture descending from centuries of 
Vikings. It,is here th.rt-they also find 8_ir Anthony's 
son ... _ _ ·A 
However, there still remains one problem: 
how to escape the death sentence that the wicked 
old viking God, Goda, has placed.upon them. Thus, 
- _1 --:·:. :_'.·. -- .• _ ·-~---._,·._ · .. ::B----_ ->~ .... _~-· .' --
M-ustc · ·.ox 
Friday, Feb. 14, 8:15 p.m. Walter.Ford Hall. 
Ithaca-College Concert Band-conducted by Edward 
J. Gobrecht, Jr. Program: Husa, Al · Fresco; 
Wagner, Overture to "Tannhauser"; Snoeck, 
Scaramouch Symphony. No. · 3; Makris, Aegean 
F.estival Overture. Admission free. 
. . 
Saturday, Feb. 15, noon, Walter Ford Halt 
,Joint recital: Ca,roly~ Schott an~ Paulette Fry, 
organ, with assisting instrumentalists. Program of 
music by Buxtehude,' Bach, Soler, Karg-Elert, 
Franck and Dupre. Admis&ion free. 
- Saturday, _Feb. 16, 2 p.m. Walter Ford Hall. 
Senior recital: Glenn Guiles, oboe, accompanied by 
Kenneth Clark and Sharon Abeel. Program: 
Handel, Sonata No. 1; Barthe; Six Pieces; Graun, 
Concerto in C minoir; Britten.- Phantasy Quartet, 
Opus 2. Admission free. - · 
, Sunday, Feb, 16, .2 p.m. Walter _F~rd Hall. 
Senior recital: Diane Schorge, trumpet, accom· 
panied by lacqueline Buc~ley and as_sisting · 
' instrumentalists. Program: Biber,· 'Sonata IV, · 
\'idal, Aria and Fanfare; Weber, Sonatine Breye; 
Hindemith, Morgenmusik. AdmissionJree. 
Sunday, Feb. _16, 4 p.m. Walter Ford Hall. 
Junior recital: Mary Ann F:ovel, clarinet, assisted 
hy Bt>verly Schmidt.piano, Richard Shaughnessy, 
darinet, and Herb . Sprouse, bassoon. Program: 
Montbrun, Six Pieces; Mozart, Divertimento No. 3; 
Strvihsky, Three Pieres for Clarinet Solo: Etier, 
Sonata. Admission free. 
the struggle to get back to civilization. 
One rather distracting characteristic of this 
film was its obvious tendency to invent calamities 
apparently to stretch the film to a reasonable 
viewing length. For-extra padding there was even 
a twenty minute Winnie the Pooh cartoon feat!Jre. 
The Island ~t the top of the World is a typical 
Disney film where tlie good guys. win against 
incredible odds and everyone lives happily ever 
after.-There's even.a quick moral throw,;i in. All in 
all, it's not terribly challenging for t)Je more 
sophisticated viewer. 
. With fine color and nature's own wonders-
muskrat, deer; walrus, polar bears and white 
wales, The Island at the top of the World is another 
·Disney marvel,ju!;lt like the ones we.were weaned 
on. There are those, however, who have p;\Ssed the, 
age where flying airships and lost, continents can 
captivate them, if so, for them, perhaps The Island 
at the top of the World and most Disney features 
have ceased to work their magic. 
The Island at the top of tlie World is playing at 
the Cinema on ~phammer road. Coming soon will 
· be another Disney film, The Strongest man on 
Earth. 
TODAY'S CH_UCKLE 
SAB Presents During the House lm.peachment Inquiry last summer, one prom"inent senato_r ,remarked: 'It is· imperative that we find out where the truth 
FRED PARRIS 
Sat. Feb. 22 Ford Hall· Au<litc,rium 
-.. . .. 
Two Shows 8 &. 1IO·PM. All Tickets-S2.5Q 
· Tickets Nou, On Sa le At 
. Egber~ ·Union, Willa.rd Straig~~-· ·_·. 
Midto~n Reeords, & Mayers Smok~Shop. 
---. 
lies/ ~oy.., if the t~th lies. 
UNIVIJSITY DELI ·, 
·coLLEG~TOWN NOW OPEN 
24·· HRS. DAILY-
MAYERS SMOKE 5 .. 0P. 
---- ,,,ei•llz/111 !• 
All-~mo_~er'• $upplie,·· 
~ap,rbound- ~b--
.. Pipe: ~epa4'a 
·· Ma_9az~~· 
N~~_apapera 
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:: Th4t si:98 
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bin 
By Michael Beecher 
Whenever -a new album appears on the 
- market, it will do ·one of two~: it will sell, or it 
will not_sell. Tho~ that do not sell are ullWllly 
qu_ietly _herded together in an ~co~icuous little 
bin in the farthest corner of your record store. 
They usually recieve'a...price tag somewhere in the 
vicinity of $1.98 and have a gaping hole i:Ut in the 
cover(hence the name "cut out"] which is worn 
about as pr.oudly as a leper's "Unclean" sign. This 
hole in the cover is a warning t.o you, the-consumer. 
If ·a record dealer attempts t.o sell you a cut out 
record for the usual list price, avoid him like t_he 
plague, and go to another st.ore where you. will 
probably find the same album on·sa.le for $1.98 
It is a common belief that cut out albums are 
bad albums, either in -musical or. technical quality, 
and sometimes both. While this is a tendency, it.is 
not always the case. Some cut outs are good. Below 
I have attempted t.o list the cut outs that I have run 
across that are actually worthwhile and may 
usually be found in someone's $1.98 bin: 
Headk~r by Dave Mason-A f~rmer member 
of Traffic, "Mason _has put tog~·ther a half live/half 
On_e. Of A Kin'd 
' ~ ,, . ,•'••;'Ir-. • 
_stucUo~r~rding- o(so'Dle old 'haffic son~, pl~- a 
' few of his .~wn •. A solid, .enjoyable album. I still 
can't figul'e-out w~t it's doing·in the $1.98 bin. 
lntorducing the- Beatles-The fab four's only 
album on the Vee-Jay label. Contains songs tbilt 
can be found.on Capitol's M~t The Beatles and The 
E~ly Beatles. A-nice nostalgia item. . 
Tarkio by Brewer and Shipley-You can find 
just about any Brewer and Shipley album in the cut 
bin, but this is probably th~ir strongest. Contains 
"One Toke Over The Line" and "Fifty States of 
Freedom." 
Jamming with Edward-Memb;rs of the 
Rolling Stones jam with Nicky Hopkins and Ry 
Cooder. · Recorded around the same time as Lt,t it 
Bleed. A bit rough in places, but still enjoyable. 
Dick Gregory at Kent State-A speech recorded 
at Kent State University on May 4, 1971 exactly 
one year after the Kent Sate killings. Gregory has 
an amazing ability t.o temporarily revive the sixties 
revolutionary spirit in our apathetic seventies 
minds. 
Jo.nathan Edwards-Most of his albums are 
- available as cqt outs. AU are good, but his first is 
the be~t. _ . -
The Best of Delaney and Bonnie-Clapton, 
Duanne Allman, Leon Russell and a slew of other 
.fine musicians lend a hand on this one. "Only You 
Know and I Know", "Where There's a Will-There's 
_a Way," and "Coming Home" appear here in live 
versions. Goo,: album. 
This is bJ no means a comlete list, and a second 
list will probably appear. in this space in a few 
weeks, not to mention a list of bad cuts. 
,Two years young 
Irene Yellon's "One of a 
Kind" will be celebrating its two 
year anniversary with a · special 
show highlighting the · best 
group_s, recording artists, ·and 
the music which have bee1.1_ -
featured over the years on "One 
of a Kind". This special 
anniversary show will be broad-
cast on Saturday, February 15 at 
12:15 pm on WICB FM and on 
Sunday, February 16 at 1:00 am 
on .W-ICB AM. --
"One of a Kind'' started in 
February of' 1973 as -a program 
consisting of five minute seg-
ments, heard each hour for six' 
hours. Later in·that year it grew 
to be a half-hour show and then, 
finally, it expanded to its present 
45 minute format. The program -
is basically a miniature docu-
mentary, tracing the history of 
gi:eat groups and ;recording· 
artists, and playing their best 
music. 
Irene Vella n 
"One of a Kind" was an 
original · id~a and is written, 
hosted and generally produced 
by Irene- Y-ellon, a senior TV-R 
major in the Sc_hool of Commun-
ications. "One of a Kind's" 
technical coordinator is Glenn 
- Potkowa, a sophomore TV-R 
major, and its technical advisor 
CLASSIFIEDS 
is Todd Campbell, the program 
\. director of WICB-FM. 
· During the past two ~ars, 
"One of a Kind" has spotlighted 
--!!1any of the biggest names in the 
musit industry, such as Chicago, 
Bob Dylan, The Supremes, Di-
onne Warwicke, The Four Sea-
sons, Barbra St,eisand, and Neil 
Diamond. · 
Last year, at the Alpha 
Epsilon Rho (the National Hon-
orary Broadcasting Society) Stu-
-dent Production awards, "One of 
a Kind" · won third place for -
WICB Radio, in the audio 
category . for a general enter-
tainment series. 
Irene Yellon's "One of. a 
Kind" can be heard every 
Saturday at 12:15 pm on WICB 
FM 91, and on Sundays at 1:00 
am on WICB AM. Be sure fo 
tune in this weekend and cele-
brate a "One of a Kind" anniver-
sary! 
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THE MARK KELLY PROGRAM 
"Judy., Joni, and Laura" ... The music of Judy 
Collins, Joni Mitchell, and Laura Nyro will be 
featured on a special three hour ·version of the 
Mark Kelly program to be broadcast on WICB-AM 
on Sunday, Feb. 16 from 7-10 PM. Join host Mark 
Kelly and hear the music of the ,emale superstars. 
ITHACA HAPPENINGS 
Part II of a discussion with Philip Berrigan, 
one of the most controversial figures associated 
with the anti-war movement of the late 60's and 
early 70''>, will be featured on WICB-FM's Ithaca 
Happenings to be broadcast on_Friday, February 
14 at 6:15 PM. Join Host Roger Chicochi and Guest 
Co-Host Paul Stern for an introspective look at 
Philip Berrigan. 
FOCUS ON HEAUfH 
Dr. Howard Traisman, .head of the diabetp~ 
clinic at the children's Memorial hospital in Chicago 
will be on Focus on Health on WICB-FM on 
Saturday, Feb. 15 at 11:30 AM. Join hostess 
Cynthia Tivers for a Focus on Health. 
WICR M.;\RATI-ION 
At 4 PM on Friday. Feb. 21 WICB's 50 Hour 
Marathon for the- Southern Tier Heart Association 
will eommence. Join Host Frank Carpano and an 
array of local experts -to learn more about the 
research, prevention, and diagnosis of heart 
diseas<'. Telephone lines will be open all weekend 
for contributions. 
Cornell folk concert 
The Cornell Folk Song Club presents Jean 
. Redpath in concert 'Friday night, Feb. 14 at 8:00. 
Jean Redpath was born and raised in Scotland. She 
sings the songs of her native land and may be th<' 
first Scot to perform blµe-grass music. -Site 
accompanies herself on guitar and tells humerous 
stories of Scotland and lampoons the customs oft.he 
Americans, British and her own Scots. She has 
been in the U.S. since 1961 with occasional visits 
hack to Scotland. She has made a number of 
recordings and also performed in many folk 
fc-stivals including Fox Hollow. 
Temple of Zeus in Goldwin Smith on the 
Cornell Campus. Feb. 14 at 8:30 P.M. General 
Admission-$1.75 Folk Club Members-$1.25 
Dur Carrol, 
'Happy ValC1ntirie'1 Day, 
· Your Secret Admirer 
- ' 
Dear "llt1l1ta Olin" (Mlahaoll 
Qc,nna,. 
HIPPY V1l1ntln11'1 DDY, 
Lon, Butch 
0Hr Robin, All You Can· Drink! 
Happy v11ent1n11 Dayl I meant to 
get YOU a aard but .. ,Well anyway, 
Love the "cra;i:ee little fld&ot" (Alloe) 
vo11 anCS.Boo Boo 
Please be my valentlnot 
· Love, H.rmony 
K,onaW,S,• . 
I will alWIYI believe YOU and I will 
alway, believe In you. Una Hubuak. 
, _ Happy y.01 ' 
Your lover, F,N, 
To Toni, 
I wt1h you the bnt In everything 
you 110. Lllce -drlvll\9 downtown ne:ict 
_ tlm~ you_'H 1to.,,y, Happi, 
v11entln11 Day : · 
. LC!VCI, StlVI 
Dear Terry 001191,1, · 
Happy Valentlnoa 01v to the an, 
1 love. Vou're my ev11111thln9. I_ m111 
you, 
_ All my IC!VI, Krl1 Ann 
You-1ra tho b11t v11,nun,•1 Dav 
pre11nt that I aould h1•11 wl1h1d for, 
saott 
Happy V1l1nt1n1•1 DilY 
To th• Sw11d• and the Conneotlcilt 
Vankee --
Bob 
Carol• 
Thanlu 10 mucih far your love, 
undenit1n111n11, and aompan111n1hl11 
for thl" Pllt llllllf and I hlU, I IOVI 
you, · 
~LT 
tltart11\...RJ 
: cupid hath arrowed m·,1 WIii you 
· bt mi,· V111ntln1f Tre11load1 of Love, 
ss 
,- Our J11hn • oonna, Jeff • B11t1y, 
Lindy and Franklin 51wyar, 
Romemb·er, Mr, Valontlno w111 a 
.Saint 11,01 H1va • hlPPY dayl Lav,, 
Jerry Smith 
-oearsaoU, 1 
S1')'ln11 HlPPY Valentll'IH to YOU 11 Dur R.. . 
u,e 11111• II lllYlng I IOYI i,ou, HIPPY vou toe, llllllll 
Vatint~nea D•Y: L.ove, Rob~n 011r use 
To illll yoit iaoar 111r1, out thtre who "California 0,eamin•• 11 In u,e 
. didn't 111 a var11nune, 1 know how It pa1t, and -, .a11re11 with yc,u that · 11. Vou•re mine ·In splrill Happy - maybe "We can wotk_ It QUt" 11 right 
V,ALENTINE'S DAVJ Love, ~tor thll-Drttant,·But don't blow my 
Tho 1.on11y. "11dnl•llt Writer tru1t or·tne flltUfl can only be "B'W'e, 
To Stonov,. Bye hbi,", We'n 1dd1d another 
one c,f my belt _ friend•, and 11mt aourta - to your 1ohedulo that win 
with I big heart, No, two blll he11rt1, clear up tho dl1cr11~ncy 11 your HIPPY v,1,nun,.-D1y,- arodlU 111\tltled "Ithaca COIIIIIO Glrla• 
. • . Love AIWIYI eaak Th1y•r11 smart,, Th-an Vau·:-,111nk" • 
. To Pooh, . HIPPY v,1ent1n•'l-'DIIY to the Ith 
-; Stay ·1n th, 11am, room 111111 111'9 -wonder ot ·t110 worlt;I, You'ni truly 
-_mv ,Qomm1t11 1lon,, You're Dluln1 , unique! I.ova, · - -
_ '11m · ·ou. A.nd Tony, Have a 1ou1y _ : . Tha ""1911tr1r•1 Otflce" 
·'h!•l\tlnH DIY· a.c:. Ocar Pythias .. , , 
.To IPICI, . Tht mtu11111tlll 1ta11d1. 
(Beer That Is!) 
Or 3 Whiskey Sours! 
Hope the, 1pa111Jultt ar, Hlll119 0 ,., Martv; . · · E '·. · F d f 
well,.lfNltl·•v,,snp1twai,,t111tre1 -, ,•m·,1,.-yau>" htte to G,lebrat, v· ery r·1 - a· .Y A' tern· oon -to Qonau1, Your ilffll\Oltl. 1cav11or, · Valtntlnt'• 01y. Cupid 11n111 w1u,a1 _ 
HIDIW V1ltntl!'II ~r~ - -- .of ·1011• '"lml hlD'Plftffl, I think of 
_ _ . , -.. . , L~"!"· I ton.. you .. ,L,ov1 '1nd kl""• _ 
_. _ ~ lkHJlf,; lurch,: ,~Ike, Erlo,. !'Cl~ln_, . _., .- . " · .. _ . : Alic~ 3 to 6 . 
-::Mt11Q,: · -· .... · · ·-- ·. .·• _:. , .. ;· . ·., --·. on,-Klmbo,·- . .. . . 
... . ·, ·n1nllJ .. fDr •IMt11t·.,oo(i~ "''" ·- ·:1,ia-p'l,,1' ··v ... , .. ,n, .. ~ .. Day. ·- r 
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5 Satins 
slide into I.C. 
. . •:"· .,,,. 
Knight Show on .WCBS-FM' in 
. New York. - ·'i .. ·. 
- ..... , - ,• I"• •: •, '•" ,~ . , . .,,. .. 
' -
· way "without..making it.commer-
ci~," and David, were no~ trying 
tp make a commercial venture . 
"It is a low·budget film th~t says 
something; it makes a little profit 
but .we're not out to make a 
million dollars." 
"The whole movie," accord-
ing to D~vid, , "~ very loosely 
based on a true story. Every-
'-~· 
Com~unity 
Service 
contin11ed from page .3 
Early in 1955, Fred Parris, 
former lead singer of a group 
from New Haven called The 
Scarlets, was in the Army, 
stationed in Philadelphia. In the 
wee hours one morning, while 
doing guard duty, Fred sat.down 
and decided to write himself a 
song. Not a world-shattering 
fact, perhaps, but it happens that 
the song he wrote was called, 
appropriately, "In the Still of the 
Night." Later that year, the 
original Five Satins were formed 
and "In The Still of the Night" 
was committed to vinyl, in a 
Church basement, for the first 
time. Now, two decades later, 
that ballad h&S sold over 10 
million copies and is generally 
acknowledged as the greatest 
single hit of all time. ~ronically, 
when the song, on the Ember 
label. first hit the charts and 
audiences began to clamor for 
live appearances by The Five 
Satins, author Fred Parris was 
still in the Army, stationed in 
Japan. 
nostalgia wave tha~ has spread 
across the country -- and the 
world. 1 
The last couple of years have 
been busy ones for The Five 
Satins. Aside from- making 
numerous live appearances, the 
group has appeared in Richard 
Nader's film, Let The Good 
Times Roll, been on both The 
Midnight Special and Dick 
Clark's American Bandstand TV 
shows, and have managed to do 
various radio shows, including a 
major appearance on the Nprm 
. For a group that has been 
together for approximately ·-
twenty years, The Five Satins 
give all the appearance of being a 
group on the brink of success. 
Having already established 
themselves as a favorite nostal-
gia group and a top draw on the 
revival concert circuit, they are 
due to receive recognition for 
their more recent work as well. 
thing really happened but -it is S 'P . li htl di torted " Th . tate, ompkms County Horne, 
The Five Satins -- Fred, 
Richard Freeman, James Curtis, 
Russell Rogers, and Gerry Jack-
son -- have remained together 
over the years, making records 
and performing in small clubs 
and large concert halls from 
coast to coast. The g. oup, whose 
other big Fifties hits include "To 
The Aisle," "Wonderful Girl," 
, and 'Tll Be Seeing You," came 
back into prominence in recent 
years on the strength of the 
The Five Satins Show will 
take place Saturday, February 
22 at Ford Hall. There will be 
two shows, one at 8p,n and 
10pm. Tickets are $2.50 and are 
available at the Egbert Union, 
Williard Straight Hall, Midtown 
Records, and Mayers Smoke 
shop. 
Alumni p1:9eview film 
: by }'red Rakt,t years ago as a project for PBS. 
s ~ t tyh ts ·.' e mteamd Mainline, Open House, Suicide 
pom e wo movtemen wan p t· · Pl d p 
to ak th t "th . t reven 10n, anne arent m e .was a e pie ure hood Sto f t~ p b · 
ill . · d 1 th , re ron , ro ation, w succee as ong as e H d Start d h 
d. d , k · ·1. 1 ea , an many ot era. fu 1,
1ence oesn t ta e it itera:. '. Placement is not necessarily 
y · D · d G Id d J h limited. to "community" service. 
avi O man an ° n One student, interested in an 
Parso~s are ~urrently e1!1ployed eventual career in Jaw is work-
at radio station WQIV m New · · 1 ffi ' 
· y k ·c·t D v·d · th mg m a aw o ice downtown, 
or 1 Y • • . a 1 . is - .f:. while another is doing public 
theatre/film _cntic while John 18 relations. Several students lend 
the news dll"ector. Both are th · t· to local tel · · d 
· t ·1li t tal ted 1 d e1r 1me ev1s1on an m e gen , en peop e an d" · t t· 
h Id be . d"t ,r th . ra 10 s a ions. s ou given ere i 10:i;- ell" 
work. It is quite possible you With Ideas 
have not beard the last of the two -- · 
roommates from the Class of '58. Joan notes that many stu-
Dr. Wolfe 
dents come to her with ideas for 
placements. "The I.C. students 
are resourceful," she said. 
"Sometimes they know a lot 
more than I do." 
David Goldman and John The story cel!~red around the 
Parsons were roommates. They narcs and dope lawyers and the 
were both Television-Radio ma- drug culture they dealt with in 
jors and graduated together with the late 60's and early 70's. .8ut 
t.he Class of 1958. The schQOl after about two weeks of pro- . continued from P~ 1 
they went to---our own Ithaca duction · (in California), things . . Co 
- Most placements are for one 
semester only, but some, (Big-
Brother-Big Sister, Probation, 
Meadow House) require a full 
year's committment. Twice a 
semester all participants meet to 
discuss problems, ideas, or sug-
gestions for the betterment of 
the program. Joan also has 
suggested that upon terminating 
assignmenj.c:;., each s~udent write 
a short resume of their exper-
ience. She then keeps these on 
file for new members, interested· 
in similar fields, to read. 
College. · han d "We t· d h' w the importance of this liege. c ge . no ice o D · w If · · l l 
These two alumni were everything was so strange---the . r. 0 • e is P_~icu ar Y 
present this past Monday for the dope lawyers and the-addicts---- ~1!1Pn:ssed f th th; u~q: com~ 
preview of their first fe~ture that we decided that we couldn't . mat1on o pro eSSion anµ 
I gth Ot. n p1"cture Watched d th fil t · ht .. T bberal ~ schools. When en m 10 • · 0 . e m s r~g · . 0 confronted with a question con-
David Goldman, the execu- continue they received backing . th d fi · · .· H&S 
t . d th t /fiilm f h p h Prod ct· cernmg e e c1encres m , 1ve pro ucer, was a ea re rom t e ent ouse u ion D W ll · d h Id ed t 
critic for WCBS :radio for five Company (same group who owns knr. 0 e sai befe wou akin~ 0 
years. He has also worked for an p tho e M azin ) ow more ore m ng a 
advertising agency directing en St:y K:!:h pfays the lead j~dgement. . . 
commercials and has had a great character, Mike Mandell, who . The candi~ate expressed_h1s 
deal of experience in directing returns home after twelve years ideas ~oncernmg_ the poss1bl~ 
for the stage. . in an institution. It is an abstract t;xpanSi~~ of ~ore!gn study pro-
John Parsons,· the writer film and one that is quite bizarre. -~ams. W~ live ma worl~ th!t 
and director, has worked for As the writer/director sees IS awfully mterdepende_nt: Sa.Id 
DIAMOND WCBS-TV as a television and it,"Drugsin America created the !)r. Wolfe as he _explamed the. 
ENGAr~EMENT RINGS film documentary director. He bizarre atmosphere." . 1mportanceo!fore1~ study. He 
. Biggest Problems 
\J has won two Emmy Awards for Watched is 8 picture that stated the profeSSional. schools 
½ carat $ 199 his documentary projects, one moves in different levels. · John ~ffer a. great opport°;!11t! and 
¾ carat $395 being the widely acclaimed and David feel "what really goes, potential t~ explore if the 
1 ca.rat $595 "~napp, Commission" story. is up to the, audience." They' programs -~e~e expanded a 
John has also been employed by p·erceive the message of the film broad. · :-· · Buy dire1.. · from manufacturer T f ult d l the Public Broadcasting System as being anti-drug altho1,1gh the enure, ac Y e~e op -
and SA VE! Showrooms in (PBS) in the same capacity. audience does witness the other ment, and faculty evaluation also 
N.J. and N.Y.C. For location Their feature film, Watched side of the story, also. "Both the ~reeped into the conversations. 
of showroom nearest you, call however, did·· not begin as a pros and cons are blown out of 'T~~ured fa~ulty must keep 
5 feature film. It was a _documen- proportion." a~t1ve professionally_ an~ produc. 
(20 1) 964·7~J (212) 682-3390 tary that got under way two Joh.n who cut the film .his tively because nothmg.)S worse I===•••••••••~!!!'""-~~~-------~-_. __ . ___ ,.;--·---.· than a tiring mind." Dr. Wolfe 
W I. C B .A M feels that one carinot teach effectively without also re -searching. -. To maintain. a high level of faculty development Dr. Wolfe stressed evaluation, not 
We're just 
a little different 
Monday through Friday: 
1he bes! ot 1hE/uirre,i1 ,_J11d ukJ .'.:,ll1gles u11d (Jibtn11s 
And weekends are something special: 
Saturdays: 
' !\ 7 7 lf-,L L 
~> I '~vl ~, l L \ r... · -/\1(1 l~--J~LL 
8 PM comedy tonight 
only by colleagues within the 
· -College, but also by outsiders. 
He feels the administration, too, 
has a role in keeping faculty 
standards high. 
Brief side conversations in-
dicated that Dr. Wolfe left an 
overall favorable impression on 
those present: Some students 
and faculty expressed their 
opinion that Dr. Wolfe would 
m$e a fine.~president. They 
particularly attended to his deci-
siveness and leadership qualities 
that seeme4 apparent through-
out 'the discussions. 
The two biggest problems 
the program faces seem to be 
advertising (most ·is done by 
word of mouth) and transporta-
tion. ln the past, students have 
had problems getting to and from 
placements; but, ac~ording to 
Joan, "they have been most 
resourceful in working that out 
-too." 
Placement-opportunities are 
still available locally, but they 
become fewer as time ·passes. As 
the term progresses, it will be 
harder to petition to work for 
credit, but students ·are still 
encouraged to work, even on a 
non-credit basis. 
Great Opportunity 
''The program is a great 
opportunity for students, and 
improves our relations down-
town," the coordinator com -
mented. 
Anyone interested in be~ 
coming a part of the Community 
Service Program, contact Joan 
Handel in Muller 213, Tuesdays 
and Thursdays from 11 am to 2 
pm and Wednesdays from 9 am 
to 1 pin at x3151. 
/,J.[_;/i_ 1 I 'l I',·,-~ /. ~~l,, f\·k Jl<t S.30 PM best of bnto,n Spring (;irr 
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Sundays: 
11 /..,f'v1 lJest of broodw·ov 
1 I-'~\, 1 one uf o kir-1d 
J r'rv1 tror~n the beq,nn,no-
tl 1e rock & roll era 
c., H, 1 sundoy rught 
M,. 
;·-, 
, 7 PM n iork kelly- 3 hours of 
ionine;:;s arid good music 
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· -·.· Hunger 
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1 ~f!.• rlthacan, F-'=bru~:, :13, 1915;1,Pagel 9 
- 4)-Population is a real issue• important and money is needed points clearly enough. 
·Faculty with most Americans. A proper to dig wells. Money is also . The wo~id food crisis is not a ~on'tiliue_i from -pagt1 2 diet'is the only solution to cut the-· de~rately needed to help cure fabricated one. It-is not a scare 
set up the PL~480 Food for Pe~e population boom. If- th8 people and prevent diseases. such as the one instilled in us by 
P!:u\', With this, surptus,· food can be ,afforded a sense of food • 6)-. We • need the kind of the oil companies during the 
was to be ·used for foreign policy. securi,ty---l? k~o~ where th0ir people who are willing to tran- "energy crisis." People are 
conttnuedfro:;'pageJ- In 1974, ·$1· billion was appro- next meal 15 coming from---th~n scend the prophecy of doom. starving; people are dying. The 
who ·strongly feels that $125.00 priated for food aid---half of 1tbere may be some change m What we must not do is expect a question is, how long will the 
is ·not ~ufficienUo cover the cost whicn· went to Cambodia: Chile numg)e~. · th · carbon copy of American con· problem be with us? The -
of attending a conference any and South Vietnam. The Iooci aid · y oney 1~t ~ er m:~or sumption (~(-oriented), nor do answer unfortunately · accord-
great distance away. Clarkson · reportedly didn't go to-people for 15~huile •. th ou cant-' d el a nationr we want the world depending on ing to Reverend Carde~ "There 
· h , • ·t w e e men ,... eve opmen o 5_ _ • ., subscribes to a·- philosophical-· um,1U1itarian reasons, 1 went the young is being retarded by u · . . will be at least 30 more years of 
journal· and paid - membership for polit~al reasons. malnutrition. Clean water is · ReyPren~ Carder made his suJfering on a hungry planet." 
fees to a professional society and .-----------------------------------------------------• 
was left with $80.00, The $80.00 
. was comple~ly...._exhausted when 
he recently attended the Nation-
al Academy of Religion Confer-
~nce in Washington n.c. . 
Clarkson realizes that he 
isn't forced to · attend these 
conferences, bn• he feels they 
are important in order to facili-
tate inte.Ueciual growth. He says 
that-attending professional con-.. , · 
re'rences is "(a vital) part of 
making our _ · faculty better ... 
Clarkson did not present a paper 
at the conference because there 
~ was an excuse of some 75 papers 
- . at this particular one. . 
Dr. Robert Pasternack of 
the chemistry department at~ 
tended the American Chemical 
·Society's regional meeting at the 
University of Ve~mont where ne 
presented a papei:..ba~ed on-work 
done here at Ithaca College by 
his undergraduate students and 
himself. · 
He feels that the meetings 
are of enormous importance. 
They give him a chance to meet 
,with colleagues from all over the 
country, fr.om industry, and from 
the government for formal and 
informal discussions. They also 
offer a chance for professional 
interaction. Dr. Pasternack feels 
that the · c9nfer:enc~s keep the_, 
faculty _stimul11,ted and informed-· 
· -in I heir fields.··. 
In the Division of Business 
Administration, Assistant :Pro-
. fessor 'Ronny Strauss attended a . 
two wef"k._ computer workshop 
during t-he,summer. · The course 
was geared at teaching profes-
sors how computers can be ·used 
to facilitate tea~hing in , the 
. classroom. and to he)p students 
better understand the business 
world. -
. "The workshop," said 
Strauss, "was the most reward-
ing academic experi~nce of my 
life." He recommends the course 
to other business profe<s"ors wit_h 
a limited knowledge of· compu-
ters; 
Dr. Kevin Schmelter, who. 
teaches Spanish is another pro-
fessor who is using the allowance -
to furthe'r .his own knowledge. 
He--admits there isn't much 
monev t"lr'lise and it doesn't go 
verv ·far; buL feels it is a good 
inv;stment and has done him a 
lot of good. 
Som~ professors are pc1,rti-
t·ularly . upset about h'aving to 
. partially . fund their visits ~ 
conferences because deans at 
Ithaca College receive full fund-. 
in~ for ariy conferen~e which 
lhey attend. It. i$· doubted by ·. 
_some that they· drive to long 
range destinations,, too,' -: . .. .. -
Dean Baker stated that it is. 
"more important for me as a..dean · 
to· get _m~re· o~t. ~ professional -: 
conferences· th~·. for .a faculty 
member. Deans loose. sight of 
I• 
· the outside world b~ause of lack · " · 
of outside.contact," and "confer- · s·~r-.d. i~ne·r citie~. have special schools: For -to describe, to_ communicate. And once the chan-
-f.'n~~ k~p._ one- awar~.". - · littlr buys who don'ttall<. · ·nels of commun4cation had been opened, they 
tion ... Noiaculty,.m~mlier," says . Not mute little boys:But children so withdrawn, began to learn. 
Baker. "has been deniediunds to so afraid _of failure-,, they ·cannot m_ake the slightesi . What'does Kodak S!and-to gain from this? Well, 
attend a conference alt~~11gh attempt to.do anything at which they might fail. we're showing how our products can .help a teacher 
some haven't received.full-fund· · Some-don't talk.-Some don't Jisten~ Most don't --and rriaybe creating a whole new market. And 
_ing Hf. it' ~icceeds $l2S.~I:" -- behave. An<f all of..the·m don't learn. we're also cultivating young customers who will 
- -~. · Acti1Jg:dean ~f the 'Sc~ooto! e_ne day:"s_ om_. ·eo_ ne asked us to hel~. . . : C'"leday buy their own cameras and film. But more Music:·Craig- McHenry sai~ · tpat 
_ ~h. _d~n ··h_as .-.mo'n!):v:. to·'lltten'd :....r· Kodak r~spcirid~d by working with ttJ, teach£. .:i. nan that, we)e cultivating alert, educated citizens. 
0 
.-. • - ·.ri ,. - • Showed them how~thrbugh the language of pict ... res, Vlho will.someday be responsible for-our society. 
· _ profe~onal ·1merest meetmgs,. . - . h · I · · · · 
., :.··H~_saysthese·meetings am v~ry-" _ ttiec!ltldrencouldcommumcateast .eynevercou d After all, our busme~s depends on society. So 
, important, :so:: J~( ~ ~~s ·may· . , . ~fQre~ · An.d the t1;3ache_rs sent.'the kids out 10- tak~ we care what happens to ,t. 
· · "" compare ·o~tes-:.~d stay alert: to, · - p1~tures Wtth their cameras. ~ . - --
'. _ ·. wh_at·s··~ng on,.~uod. . .tl).em. - - .. ~._.. _ ____,.· .... ·Andthenthe.miracle.Littleboyswliohadneve, __ 
:,I·, .. · ... ·... 11~1.~-:~~ru~~~-~.'~~ .. ~~po~nt -~ ·: - .. ~ld-·ariytbing_,look~·at thej::il.~tures--~~d b~gan·t~· ,· • 
1 
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Swimmers Win Fourth Straight 
Now-6-6 
Women Drop Two 
On R·oad 
by Tina Klecha Saturday's game at Spring-
By Dave Rives 
It's a whole new season for 
Ithaca College's swimmers. 
The Bombers swept two key 
races, and got double victory 
performances from both Co-cap-
tain Scott Handler and Bruce 
Gillies, as they won their fourth 
straight meet, a 59-54 thriller 
over Brockport State last night 
at the IC pool. 
The win elevated the Itha-
can~ to 6-6 on the year, tying 
their best mark in history set 
hack in 1968. Tl\e Bombers will 
be shooting for their first 
winning campaign in history 
~ when they travel to Rochester to 
meet RIT this Saturday after.-
noon, and host Canisius on the-
following Friday at night. 
"This is fantastic," exclaim-
ed 10 year veteran coach Bill 
Ware after the meet, "our guys 
have really turned this season 
around. The spirit on this team 
is really high now." 
Diver Scott Handler was 
evidence of that revived spirit, 
as he smashed three records on 
the one and three meter boards. 
Scott compiled a score of 288.50 
in the one meter, breaking his 
old varsity mark that· he set at 
Alfred last December by 12 
ppints. Handler also shattered 
the college pool record, the 
oldest one on the board. Scott 
set a new pool record on the high 
board later in the meet. 
Sophomore Bruce Gillies 
won both the 50 and 100 
Freestyle races, and the Bom-
bers also got clutch victories 
from freshman Frank Fitzsim-
mons in the 1000 :free, and Mark 
Laff in the 200 yard Breast-
·stroke. Fitzsimmons came back 
later to almost win the 500. he 
was nudged out by a hand. touch, 
but chopped another 2 seconcls of 
his 500 record set last December 
in the Buffalo meet. 
UNIVERSITY 
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24 
Brockport kept chipping aw-
ay at the lead, though, aided by a 
1-2 sweep in the 200 yard 
Butterfly. They trailed the 
Ithacans by just four points, 
46-42 going in to the 200 yard 
Breaststroke, when the team of 
Laff and Wilson combined for a 
1-2 finish to put tl1e Golden 
Eagles on the ropes. Handler's 
three meter victory easily wrap-
ped thin~ up for IC. 
Photo by Bob Bonnell 
Diver Scott Handler set four new 
diving record·s this past week 
in helping the lthacans win a 
pair of close meets 
Handler played a major roie 
in \a!;t Saturday's win over RPI, 
a 59-54 ~queaker. Scott won both 
diving events, setting a new 
varsity standard in the 1 meter-2 
optional, 3 required event. 
Freshman Kirkpatrick won a 
pair of races, taking the 200, 1 
meter and 200 back. 
Kirkpatrick wins tight race 
Kirkpatrick survived a late 
surge by th·e Engineer's Deriny 
Boyd in the Breaststroke leg of 
the 200 yard Individual Medley 
to win that event for the eighth . 
time this year. Steve won the 
200 yard Backstroke later on in 
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the meet. Bruce· Gillies added 
Ithaca's other win, as he touched 
out RPI's Hank Digeser in the 50 
yard Freestyle. , 
The Ithacans had a 33-19 
margin following Handler's first 
diving win, but it didn't come 
easily. The Bomber's opening 
400 yard Medley Relay had been 
disqualified for swimming in the 
wrong lane, but the disqualifica-
tion for swimming in the wrong 
lane, but the disqualification was 
later reversed, as the IC relay 
team had not- been properly 
warned of their error. RPI 
hadn't entered ·a team in that 
relay event. 1 
. "If that disqualification had 
stood, we would have lost," 
remarked varsity coach Bill 
Ward. "We Rnew we needed to 
· take that opening race to win. 
The rest of the meet went 
perfectly, everyone swam well." 
RPI came back to close 
within 10 points of the Bombers, 
.1s they won the 200 yard 
Butterfly, and finished a 1-3 in 
the 100 Free, but junior transfe; 
Bob McCormack finished.second 
behind Kirkpatrick in the 200 
Back to put the Bombers in front 
48-31. RPI came right back to 
sweep the 500 Free race to set 
the stage for the biggest race of 
the meet, the 200 yard Breast-
stroke. with the Ithacans need-
ing a 2-3 finish to all but up the 
meet. 
That wasn't going to be very 
easy, as RPI's breaststrokers 
came into the meet with faster 
times than the IC duo of IVJark 
Laff and Steve Wilson, but both 
Laff and Wilson swam well to 
split the two Engineer swimmers 
for ·second and third. The 
Bombers needed four more 
points to wrap up the win, and 
got them plus one more witli · 
Handler's win in the final diving 
event. , 
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Returning home from their field College was another defen-
Massachusetts expedition, the sive match-up. Again, minimum 
women hoopsters came up :. point totals were racked up by 
empty-handed as they relin- each team for this season. -The 
quished a pair of tough 'contests, slow igniting J.C. offense even- / 
losing to Worcester on Friday, tually came to lifJ..,_but a ti:ute too 
53-48, and bowing to Springfield late. In the first hil1I Spnngfield 
College, 51-45, on Saturda!, leape~, to a. 21-4 _lead. ~ 
carving the first two notches m ' undymg persistence m the ladies.., 
the Joss column for the lady carried_ them to within 6 points 
Ithacans this season. towards the last 6 minutes of the 
"The Worcester game on game, but Springfield· mustered 
Friday' precipitated into a fine some composure and pulled out , 
defensive battle, each. team· the battle 51-45i\.. . 
being held to their lowest point Coach Kostnnsky comp~-
total for the season. Worcester, mented Reba Nash and Debbie 
managing with some success to Griswold for their fine perfor-
parry the potent LC. man-toman mances in the weekend games. 
defense,- accumalated an early Nash put i~ 16 points, grabbed 15 · 
lead· which proved to be insur- rebounds, · while Griswold 
mountable as the game pro- pumped in 10 points, plucked 3 
gressed. Leading by 5 points at rebounds, and was credited with 
halftime, Worcester kept the 3 assists in the Worcester game. 
same margin tfll the final whis- Against Springfield, Nash 
tie. Each team shot 30 percent dumped in 18 points, and pulled 
from the field, substantiating the in.-13 rebounds. /Griswold had 10 
effective defenses displayed by points. 
both squads. J.C. had fine Disappointed in the J.C. 
shooting from the ·stripe, while offenses' inability at handling the 
Worcester's free throw percen- opponent's defense, Coach Kos-
tage stood at 30 percent. A few trinsky did applaud the ladies' 
more attempts at the hoop could determina,tion in nqt surrender-
liave changed the tide for the ing even when down by 17 to 
Bombers. Springfield. 
Wrestlers 
for ICAC 
Win F~fth ·Prep 
Meet 
Ithaca College won its fifth 
wrestling match in eight stai;ts 
this season, defeating Onec,mta, ' 
28-19 at Light Gym Tuesday. 
Only---six of 10. individual 
matches were wrestled as both 
team took forfeits in two weight 
classes. 
The contest went right down 
to the final individual match 
before the winner was decided. 
Ithaca held a slim 22-19 
advantage with just the heavy-
weight match left. Oneonta still 
had a· chance to gain a tie with a 
three point decision or post a win 
with a four ·p(?int decision or a 
pin. . 
The Bombers heavyweight, 
John Rivero, wasted little time 
in wrapping.up.the contest as he 
pinned Oneonta's nm.Mahoney in 
a mere 58 seconds. Rivero made 
the most of ne.arly a 60 pound 
weight advantage.!. · 
Photo bY Bob Bonnell 
Heavy weight Glenn Miller came 
up with a key pin in Saturday's 
wrest! inQ--. match with fi 11 
- Ithaca will seek to defend its 
Independent Colleg~ Athletic 
Conference championship at St. 
Lawrence Saturday. Last year 
the Bombers had five individual 
champions and won the team 
title by a wide margin. St. 
Lawrence and RIT should he the 
other top contenders in the team 
competition. 
Wrestlers down RIT 
'\ 
u·NUSUAL Gl:fTS IC won a pair of matches last Saturday by defeating RIT 25-21 and RPI by a score of 30-lf in a 
double dual meet . with both 
colleges in Light Gymnasium . the aron sho,:, 
, 
DOWNTOWN• ITHACA 2 72• 510] Freshman Glenn Miller from 
, Riverhead, NY, wrestling in ~is 
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Hockey Tea~ Upsets 
Arriiy' -Yeo Scores 4 continued Jrom page 2 gatherings among friends. "Big 
parties you .come to watch," said 
one long-haired student in a 
smoke-filled Terrace room. "You 
come to the crowded dorm 
parties to basically stand behind 
the noise and smile at friends. A 
lot of people go to parties like 
those to be seen, rather than to 
look. In a small party like this 
Jou get together and you know 
everyone there and if you don't, 
you know them soon enough. 
The big parties are fun but I can't 
handle too many of them." 
By Chip Underhill 
Ithaca C~llege center. Dave 
Yeo doubt~ his goal production 
fo~ ~he season last Saturday by 
dr11Img four goals into the Army 
nets to secure a 4-1 victory. Yeo, 
a freshman from London, Ontar-
io, upped his point total to an 
even 20 with eight goals and 12 
assists. He leads the Bombers in 
the scoring department. 
The secret to Ithaca Col-
. lege's hard fought victory over 
perenially strong Army team 
wa_s the power play. Until this 
/ point in the season, I.C. had 
received its finest work on the 
man:up situation from defense-
men Allen Howell a~d Bob Olsen. 
Both blueliners have good, low 
shots that opposing goalies have 
been having difficulty handling. 
Saturday, however, Ithaca no-
ticed the Army team keying on 
Howell and Olsen, and conse-
W res f / i nfj 
continued from page JO 
serond match of the season, 
pinned RIT's highly rated Gene 
Terwilliger at 6:58 of their hea,vy 
weight bout to wipe out a 21-19, 
Tiger lead to give IC the win. 
Junior Mark Macera pinned his' 
RPI opponent in their 150 lb 
match for Ithaca's only other pin 
of the afternoon. 
Five Ithaca wrestlers won 
both their matches of the after-
noon. -co-captain Dave Klein-
felder won a pair of decisions, as 
'he only allowed each of his 
opponents just one point,· while 
· co-captain Ron King (177) won 
his match against RPI by default, 
and posted a tough 8-6 decision 
over RIT's Paul Aviza. 
Both King and Kleinfelder 
are defending ICAC title holders. 
Sophomore Jeff Capogrosi 
from Freeville, NY, won a pair at · 
118, while junior Jim Along, last 
years ICAC champ at 134, easily 
won both of his matches by 
blanking his opponent from RPI, 
9-0, and decisioning the Rigers 
Bob Ratan , one of th<> ICAC's 
top wre.stlers at 134. Bob 
Zifchock won a pair, including a 
16-4 superior decision over RIT's 
highly touted Freshman, Larry 
Wethje. 
"Beating these two teams 
gives us the ICAC division title," 
,remarked coach Mike Greene 
. happily after the match. "This 
was a great team effort by our 
guys." 
~--------The Ithaca College Sports 
Boosters Club is seeking to 
organize a bus trip to the ICAC 
championships. All interested 
persons should call the Ithaca 
C9llege Sports Information Of-
fice 274-3233 Thursday morning 
for reservations. 
quently made effective use of the 
wide open center slot, where Yeo 
stationed himself. The- result 
. was three powerplay goals for 
Yeo, and the Bombers led Army 
3-0. 
Yeo netted his fourth goal 
with less than two minutes 
remaining in the game. His· h~lp 
for the afternoon came from 
Charlie Joynt (3assists), Joe 
Campo (3 assists), and Al Howell 
and Bob Olsen (rassist apiece). 
Yeo was not the only hero of 
the afternoon. however.· Goal-
tending sensation John Moura-
dian made 29 key saves, man·y of 
them coming on deflected and 
screened shots by Army's frus-
trated shooters. Cadet captain 
George Clark, Army's all-time 
scoring leader, was superbly 
hounded by forward Kim Eaton. 
Clark was shut out for the game, 
and only tgoal entered the LC. 
nPt. 
The big party that you go to 
in th'-Quads consists of a rock 
band, wall to wall people and an 
ever-running-out of keg of beer. 
You_,edge your way to a keg and 
have some brute stuff himself in 
,front of you. The beer is out by 
the time you get to it. You speak 
to someone and she says,,"I can't 
hear a word you're saying. You 
duck into the hall way and into a 
room full of people. 
In the room the people are 
Season Superlatives 
Hockey-Dave Yeo, a· fresh-
man forward from London, On-
tario, Canada, scored all four 
goals in Ithaca's 4-1 upset win 
over Army. Yeo has scored 8 
goals and has had 12 assists on 
the season thus far for a total o 
20 points. He leads the Bombers 
.in the scoring department. Dave 
is the .. son of Mr. and Mrs. David 
G. Yeo from 15 Lakespur Cre-
scent in London. 
Wrestling- John Rivero, a 
freshman from Trenton, NJ 
helped the IC grapplers clinch a 
winning season on Tuesday night 
as he pinned his Oneonta oppo-
nent Bill Mahoney in 58 seconds ' 
in their heavy weight match to 
give Ithaca a 28-19 win. 
Glenn Miller, a freshman 
from Riverhead, NJ pinned his 
opponent Gene Terwilliger from 
RIT in their heavy weight bout, 
wiping out a·21-19 Tiger lead and 
giving IC a 25-21 win. 
Swimming Scott Handler, a 
junior diver and co-captain of the 
IC swim team, helped his team to 
a pair of wins this week , while 
•, 
detting four new records on both 
the one and three meter boards. 
On Tuesday against RPI, 
Scott set a new varsity mark in 
the one _meter-two optional, 
three reqmred dive, shattering 
the old mark by 30 points. On 
Tuesday, Handler set new school 
and pool records with a score· of 
288.50 on the one meter board. 
He later set a new pool mark 
with a 264.15 point total on the 
high board. 
Scott is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Sydney Handler from Pe-
ters Lane, Bedford, NY. 
. ICKEY' 
r.,us1c STOR 
201 S. TIOGA ST. 
ITHACA, N.Y. 
272-8262 
N ow----guitars. 
banjoes and records. 
Tuesday tllru Saturday 5 p.m. to I a.m. 
' Dinners served 6:G0-8:JO . 
Reservatiens II equated-·53t-772f , 
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negative about the party outside. downtown parties any better 
JThis ~.such a zoo," one student than the campus ones?· "These 
says, the people run out when downtown parties are a little 
the beer runs out." Another more reserved than your aver-
stud~nt notes, "The gamut of I.C. age dorm party. Let's just say 
p~1es run from. poor to mid- there is a lot more respect for 
dhng. The parties are. never private property. You don't 
what they are cracked up to be. destroy someone's house. There 
But you, are not disappo~nted if is a lot of pot downtown, but I'd 
you ~on t take the!11 seriously. say that the parties down here 
They re a l_ot of tun 1f you come to have 99 percent liquor to 1 
them with a joki~g attitude." percent drugs. It depends, but I 
Next stop 1s the Garden think it is probably easier to find 
Apartments. The party is on two a sleeping companion on cam-
flights of stairs in number pus." 
twenty-five. The keg is behind a It is getting late and it is the 
constantly ope~ing door t? an end of the road for Saturday 
alcove. There 1s a much higher night party hopping. You have a 
percentage of upper classmen in nightcap and hop into a car 
the Gardens. A senior dressed in heading toward campus. I.C. 
brown courdero~s says, "There is parties? They seem to be a good 
a general feelmg about the way of chasing boredom and 
Garden Apartments that they having a good time while not 
are a~ off campus thing. Because admitting, it. At the room you 
of this p~ople generally feel that fumble withthe key, stumble in, 
the ~arJ1es here should be more and wonder if that really is your 
,soph1st1cated. But compated to head spinning in the mirror. 
the way it really is off-campus 
this is not true. The guys who 
show up to parties here are 
basically upperclassmen, but the 
girls who come are from all 
<'lasses.'• 
A couple of students sit at a 
table sipping from warped Bud-
weiser cups. Next to them, on a 
decim~tcd kitchenette, is a pile 
of wet hecr cups several feet 
high. Is it easy to score tonight'! 
"Conditions are poor to fair," 
they say,"with opportunities ri-
sing toward morning." 
A car is going downtown to 
an off campus party. You get in 
it. Three people are on your lap 
and when you try to get your 
nose to the window for some air 
someone hits it with a cigarette. 
When you step out of the car you 
are somewhere downtown. The 
house is crowded and has a keg in 
the corner. Several joints pass in 
front of your far.e. 
, When asked where the best 
parties are at J.C. an atheletic 
looking longhair replies, ''THE 
BEST PARTIES ARE THE 
ONES THAT I'm at." Are 
Expulsion 
co'ilt111ucd fro111 p,1gc J 
the room that he would be 
subject to the judicial code. And 
that's where the matter was left. 
And he agreed to respond to me 
as to whether he would or would 
not do the painting." 
Gleasner said he did tell th~ 
Assistant to the Dean he would 
restore the room to its original 
color but he hasn't actually 
decided whether he should "go 
ahead and do so." 
Covert and Assistant Dean 
Berman commented they 
thought the matter was being 
"blown out of proportion." Said 
Covert, "If it chooses to go into 
the Ithacan and become· some-
thing that students want to get 
all concerned about, that will be 
the case. But it won't be because 
the administration of the music 
school have, in effect, generated 
this kind of involvement or 
i ue." 
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THRU SAT 
You've seen many stories of men breaking the law ••• 
T'1is is the story __ of the law- breaking a man! 
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WATCHED! 
· · ·. · ·J\'film t;}r john Parson.~ :_ -
Also starring Harris Yi.din and Bridget Polk 
.-\ Palmyra Films-Alive Enterprises Production. 
JOH~,.PARSONS.: WRITER· DIRECTOR 
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YOU CAN DRINK! 
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FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14 
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till EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION~- , 
' . 
The Exclusive Showing of the J933 Jim, 
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